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Abstract 

This thesis defines the general nature of health care services and examines some 

issues of medical practice controlled by the state which are related to an individual right 

to health care. Occupational control of health care professionals, especially doctors, is 

the main focus of this thesis. Their legal liabilities are discussed, as weIl as medical 

licensure, fkom a comparative perspective that examines differences in health care 

systems between Canada and Japan. 

First, a general h e w o r k  for the scherne of medical practice control is 

established. Chapter 1 discusses rationales for controlling medical practice with 

reference to the quality of health m e ,  as well as to the justifiability and efficiency of 

the health care system. It also analyses sociological aspects as background to legal 

control and to the actual functions of the controlling scheme. The influence of public 

health insurance on medical practice is discussed, as well as its inherent problems. 

Chapter 2 discusses select issues in the control of medical practice. The first is 

the licensing of doctors and other health care professionals. The definition of edical 

practice is thoroughly examined. In addition, the different perspectives in judicial 

processes are made clear by reference to a case in Japan. The legal duties of doctors are 

discussed as involving quality assurance through judicial process and legal precedents. 

It compares the strategies of Canada and Japan in terms of constmcting the duties, 

which reflect the d i e e n c e s  between cornmon-law countries (Canada) and civil-law 

countries (Japan), as well as differences of culture between the two countries. 
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Abstract 

This thesis defines the general nature of health care services and examines some 

issues of rnediçal practice controlled by the state which are related to an individual right 

to heal th care. Occupational control of health care professionds, especiall y doctors, is 

the main focus of this thesis. Their legal liabilities are discussed, as well as medical 

licensure, fkom a comparative perspective that examines diffaences in health a r e  

systems between Canada and Japan. 

First, a general W e w o r k  for the scheme of medical practice control is 

established. Chapter 1 discusses rationales for controlling medical practice with 

reference to the quality of health care, as well as to the justifiability and efficiency of 

the health care system. It d s o  analyses sociological aspects as background to legai 

control and to the actual functions of the controlling scheme. The influence of public 

health insurance on medical practice is discussed, as well as its inherent problems. 

Chapter 2 discusses select issues in the control of medical practice. The first is 

the licensing of doctors and other health a r e  professionds. The definition of edical 

practice is thoroughly examined. In addition, the different perspectives in judicial 

processes are made clear by reference to a case in Japan. The legal duties of doctors are 

discussed as involving quality assurance through judicial process and legal precedents. 

It compares the strategies of Canada and Japan in terms of constructing the duties, 

which reflect the differences between common-law countnes (Canada) and civil-law 

countries (Japan), as well as differences of culture between the two countries. 



This thesis examines how medical practice' is controlled in relation to health 

policies of the state. Medical practice is, afkr al!, nothing but a certain form of senice 

provision for clients, i.e., patients; however, its relevance to the life and health of a 

human being makes it outstandingly signifiant. This thesis, therefore, is intended to 

clariQ this nature and to examine some issues of medicai practice wntrolled by the 

state. In addition, differences between the health care systems between Canada and 

fapan are exploreci in order to add a comparative perspective. 

Health policy is roughly divided into three categories: health insurance policy, 

which deals with financial matters such as health insurance; health promotion policy, 

which deals with such matters as campaigns against tobacco, drugs, etc.; and healtb 

delivery policy, which deals with such matters as planning a general framework for the 

health delivery systern. Arnong several forms of legal control over medical practice, 

this thesis initially discusses the occupational control of health care professionals, 

particularIy by Iicensing, which falls under the category of health delivery policy. 

Occupational control in the health care field has its own significance. Its regdatory 

aspect gives it the power to have direct influence on the quality of senices provided by 

health care professionals unlike, for example, subsidies for certain fields of health care, 

that initially decide only the nature of its delivery system. Its universal aspect extends to 

the geographical area of its influence unlike, for example, hospital regulations that are 

1 
The definition o f  "medical practice" or "practice of medicine" is discussed in Chapter 2. It is 

enough here to put it as what medical doctors do, with co-operation of other health professionals, in 
hospitals or clinics. An important poiut is that it is to be regdatai by the state for the sake of public 
welfare, which is discussed more in detail in Chapter 1. In addition, in this thesis, the words "medical 
practice" and "heahh care" are used intcrchangeably in most cases, though "health care" is sometimes 
used in order to express a more gmeral meaning. "Medicine" and "medical science" are purposely used 
when scientific aspects of medicd practice have to be emphasised. 



enforced only within h~spitals.~ Most importantly, regulations governing doctors are 

examined in this thesis because they take a major role in defining the nature and quality 

of health care services and to a great extent affect the direction of public health policy 

in general. 

Occupational control of health care professionals is usually done by legislative 

and administrative bodies of the state, including deiegated agencies, especially in the 

case of the Iicensing and disciplining of professionals. Statutory laws, on which they 

are based, are made by legislative bodies and are enforced by administrative organs 

through such measures as reg~lations.~ However, this thesis also considers the role of 

judicial bodies contributing to quaiity assurance, not only through determining exact 

meanings of the provisions of legislation but dso by imposing the duty of care and ski11 

on doctors by way of legal precedents. This form of control is also discussed separately 

in the second chapter. 

In addition, this thesis deals with the health insurance policy of the state. 

Extensive literature shows that the health care industry is very labour intensive; for 

exarnple, on average, the personnel expense as a propodon of the total expense of 

health care costs in hospitals is 50.4% in Japad This figure indicates that occupational 

control is significant also fiom a financial point of view. And more importantly, any 

achievement of universal public health insurance inevitabIy has brought about a 

- 
i 

Ontario: Health Professions Legislation Review, Strïking a New Balance: A Biueprinr For The 
Regdarion of Ontario 's Health Professions (Toronto: Queen's Printer, 1989) at 5. 
J 

Of course, there is &O a role for courts in relation to licensuig and discipline because they are 
the frnal place to authorise or reject actions of legislative and administrative bodies. However, this thesis 
focuses on legislative and administrative fiinctions, in terms of such medical licensing and discipline, in 
order to handle their sociological aspects more easily. 
4 

The Centrai Social Insurance Medical Council of Japan in 199 1 : Y.Hiroi, Iryo No Keizaigaku 
wealth Economics) (Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shinbwi Sha, 1994) at 150. 



transformation o f  medical practices. This has been forcing medicine to adjust to 

economic realities, hard though they are to reconcile with one another.' As stated in 

Chapter 1, the budgetary control of medical practice enables the government, in some 

measure, to control health professionals, especially doctors, through its spending power. 

Thus, the public budget has become a significant part of cuntrolling health are,  over 

and above the licensing or discipline of professionals. It makes sense, therefore, to 

make an analysis on public hedth insurance as a supplemental issue, though it is not a 

legal control per se. 

Therefore, while Chapter I deals more with what law does, Chapter 2 deals 

more with what law is. In Chapter 1, the fiinctions and characteristics of law are 

exarnined, rather than the legal principles that actually operate in the health care field, 

which are discussed in Chapter 2. In a sense, Chapter 1 is based on a legai fùnctionalist 

perspective. Law is defined as the use of the state coercive mechanisms in controlling 

society for the sake of certain goals, or as a tool of social engineering. Still, this thesis 

also examines the goals themselves and their relationships with the funftions of law. 

More importantly, those functions of law are related to other disciplines: economics, 

sociology, political science, and medicine. They are to be integrated with a legal 

anaiysis of the control of medical practice for the sake of the national welfare. Gall 

writes: 

... the legal process is part of an overall cumplex of interacting processes that 
form the lifeblood of modem, western, industrial society. ... Our society can 
be looked at in ternis of our economic system and the econornic processes 
inherent wiîh that system, or it can be examined in terrns of  our political 
system, including the political processes which define the nature of our 

5 
Y. Nakagawa, I No Rinri pthics of medicine] (Tokyo: Tamagawa Daigaku Shuppanbu, 1977) at 

183. 



political system. Even our individual interactions as well as our group and 
social interactions, according to the conventional wisdom espoused in the 
disciplina of psychology and sociology, are also part o f  this overail cornplex 
matrix that we cal1 our society. ...m e legal process] cannot be separated fiom 
other processes in that al1 of the processes which define our society are highly 
interrelated and irnpinge on each other with assured regularity6 

6 
G.L. Gall, m e  Canadian Legal System, 3d ed. (Toronto: Carsweii, 1990) at 4. 



CRAPTER 1: RATIONALES FOR CONTROLLING MEDICAL PRACTICE 

This chapter provides a general M e w o r k  for the control of medical practices 

which must accommodate many complicated factors. The whoie pictwe is first 

clarified in this chapter with reference to related disciplines such as econornics and 

sociology. In general, there are the following questions: why medical practice should 

be controlled? how? in what ways? by whom? to what extent? These questions 

correspond to policy goals, analysis of the status quo, and policy decision-making 

respectively, fkom the viewpoint of the state, which will be the main perspective here.' 

This chapter h t  examines the quality of health care services, as the most 

significant policy goal of state intervention. The definition of terms such as health, 

disease and illness is exarnined. The characteristics of medicine with regard to its 

imprecise nature are also described. Section 2 analyses the status quo. It discusses the 

actors in the scheme of controlling medical practice: the state (legislators, 

administrators and judges), doctoa, patients, and health administrators.' In addition, 

the doctor-patient relationship is discussed in more detail, in order to clariQ interactions 

between the two parties. 

Sections 3 to 5 present important issues in the process of policy 

decision-making. Section 3 discusses three basic approaches to state intervention for 

controlling medical practice. It is followed by a discussion of possible modifications to 

these approaches. They clarim the various fùnctions of the law in controllhg medical 

-- - 

7 
P d  defmes the three elements of  public policy as "goals," "problem definition," and 

"instruments." They correspond to the above-mentioned elements of this chapter respectively: L.A. Pal, 
Public Policy Analysis: An introduction (Scarborough: Nelson Canada, 1992) at 7- 1 3. 
8 

Aiiied health care professionals are also significant actors in the scheme of controlling medical 
practice. However, in order to make this thesis manageable, they are not discussed. Lnstead, materials 
reviewed for studying them are put in the bibiiography. 



practice, as well as strategies of the state in maintaiaing the health of the nation. 

Section 4 examines the influence of public health insurance on the scherne of medical 

practice control. Its origins and rationales are discussed, and its relevance to medical 

practice control, which has different implications from those of legal control, is 

explored. Lady,  in relation to the nature of public health insurance, section 5 discusses 

contemporary problems of rising health care costs and controversies over the efficiency 

of the health care system, as well as the legal implications in such difficulties. 

Section 1 - Quaiity of Care 

The initial reason for controlling medical practice must be attributed to the 

quality of health care services, which ensures the health of the comrnunity at large. 

From the perspective of individuals, it is closely comected to a right of access to health, 

one of the fundamental hwnan rights. Health is an indispensable prerequisite for 

pursuing one's happiness. Therefore, it must be tùlly ensured through due state 

intervention. As the World Health Organization (WHO) constitution States, 

"[g]ovemments have a responsibility for the health of their peoples which can be 

fûlfilled only by the provision of adequate health and social mea~ures."~ At the national 

Ievel, the Constitution of Japan clearly declares, in Article 25, that "[al11 people shall 

have the right to maintain a minimum standard of wholesome ... living. In al1 spheres 

of life, the State shall use its endeavours for the promotion and extension ... of public 

health."1° Ensuring the quality of health care seMces is the direct and most important 

9 
Preamble, World Health Organization Constitution, adopted by the Conference of the United 

Nations on July 22, 1946, came into force on September 1, 1948. 
10 There appear to be no exactly quivalent clauses in the Canadian Bi11 of Rights [S.C. 1960, 
c.441, except for Section 7 which protects "life, 11- and secwity of the person" by way of prohibithg 
harmful conduct to others. However, it still seems obvious that Canadiam are hily aware of a right to 



measwe for the health of the community, and thus the initial reason for state 

intervention in that field. 

In that way, ensuring the hedth of the community through state intervention 

seems to be quite straightforward. However, it leaves open many significant questions: 

the definition of health, illness and disease, specific measures for ensuring health, 

modes of state intervention, their legal implications, etc. The following section clarifies 

these points by explonng the nature and significance of ensuring the quality of health 

care services. 

First, what is "health" anyway? How about "disease" or "illness"? The 

definition of these words seems to be taken for granted because everyone has his or her 

own conception of thern. However, they must be objectified in order to decide the 

appropriate direction for state policy. Most hportantly, it is necessary to assign an 

exact meaning to "health" because it is one of the policy goals of the state. For exarnple, 

does "hedth" mean only the absence of disease? If so, policy goals for intervention 

should be concentrated on medical research and other measures which are beneficial for 

the scientific and technical improvernent of medicine." If not, other considerations 

should be included in deciding policy goals. 

The WHO Constitution neatly explains its meaning of health. It defines health 

as a "... state of çomplete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the 

health that is ensured by the active interventions of govemments. 
I I  

In North America, at least fiom the viewpoint of policy goals, "heaith" has been understood as  
an "absence of disease" rather than "physicai, mental, and social well-being." The U.S. has, by and large, 
had this standpoint with respect to health policy. Money spent for medicai research in the United States is 
by far the biggest in the worid (Hiroi, supra note 4 at 178). These attitudes of the govemment 
interpersonal aspect of care have been an issue mainly in the courts, where medical malpractice cases are 
adjudicated. 



absence of disease or infkmity."l2 This clearly includes, other than "physical" 

well-being (absence of disease), "mental" and "social" well-being in the definition of 

hea1ti-1.'~ This also reflects the difference between "disease" and "illness." Both words 

have meanings contradictory to "heaith," but their implications are different. Simply 

put, "disease" is an objective concept, while "iliness" is a more subjective one. 

"Disease" is viewed solely fiom a scientific perspective; it suggests a certain degree of 

deviation fiom the biologically normal state of a body. By contrast, "illness" has more 

sociological connotations. For example, in the Iight of subjective seIf-evaluations by 

patients, disease has to be serious to sorne extent in order to be recognised as illness. 

Small scars on the skin, slight athlete's foot or nearsightedness. are usually not regarded 

as illness, though they certainly fa11 under some categories of disease. More 

importantly, because of its seriousness, illness leads to an opportunity for medical 

treatment, not only for scientific and medicai reasons (e.g., recovery from disease),14 

but also for social reasons (Le., the necessity of recovery as a social being).ls 

Conversely, illness, or subjective suffering of the patient, is not sometimes regarded as 

disease because the syrnptoms do not relate to any scientific problems fiom the 

12 
WHO, supra note 9. 

1; 
1 t is tnie that this definition by the WHO has been strongly criticised by many advocates, e-g., D. 

Callahan, "The WHO Definition of 'Health'. Medical Ethics and Human L$e, ed. by J. E. Thomas 
(Toronto: Samuel Stevens, 1983)). However, 1 purposely employ the WHO definition because it clearly 
indicates that there is an "interpersonal" aspect of medical practice that doctors have to take care of, and 
which the folIowing sections discuss more in detail. 
14 

C. Boorse, "On the Distinction Between Disease and Illness" Concepts of Health and Disease: 
InrerdiSciplinayperspecrive ed. by A-L-Caplan, H.T.Engelhardt, Jr. and JJ-McCartney (Reading, 
Massachusetts: Addison- Wesley, 198 1) at 553. 
1s 

This is not exactly a focus of this section, but it is worth noting here that the dominance of 
medicine, discussed more in detail in Section 2, bas "medicalised" certain physical conditions into 
disease. This has also made lay people think that "illness" is what necessitates medical treatment, The 
case of hyperkinesis would be the most famous example: J.N.Clarke, Healrh, Illness, and Medicine in 
Canada (Toronto: McCleliand & Stewaq 1990) at 169-72. 



viewpoints of doctord6 The observation of the patientst position is left to Section 2, so 

it is enough to conchde here that, in the light of the discrepancy between illness and 

disease, the word "health" must connote not only a biologically normal state of a body, 

or the absence of disease, but also a value-ladened, socially constructed concept relating 

to illness. 

Next, how to define the "quality" of health are?  Consistent with the above 

definitions of health, disease and ilhess, this quality is defined through two 

approaches: with regard to "technicai care" and "interpersonal are". Technicd care 

reflects the scientific aspect of medical practice. Through the process of technical care, 

a doctor tries to solve some biologicai problems (disease)" of a patient's body with as 

little risk as possible." Therefore, the quality of technical care is defined as: the benefit 

from the treatment (rate of recovery), as set against its risk (rate of adverse efTect).I9 

For example, coronary bypass surgery is a form of technical care for coronary artery 

diseases. In such a case, the benefits of the surgery should be exarnined, as well as its 

risks, through statistical data of recovery and of adverse effect (in general), and the ski11 

and experience of the surgeon (in particular). 

By contrast, interpersonal care is the process in which social interactions in a 

clinical setting are managed. The patient is regarded as a social being and deserves to 

be treated accordingly. In the same way as social relationships in general, relationships 

between health professionals and patients are also governed by general social values 

16 
This discrepancy between iiiness and disease also juxtaposes the lay knowledge of patients with 

the pro fessiond knowledge of doctors. Also see Section.2-(3). 
17 

See infia, Chapter. 2 l(3). 
18 

Psychiatxy would have to be discussed differently, and in detafi, but this thesis focuses o d y  on 
other areas of medicine. 
19 

Or, considering more of the patient's subjective benefits, improved quaiity of life of the patient 
must also be included in the benefit h m  any treatmenc 



and noms, though they should be related to a particular clinical setting. In this sense, 

the quality of interpersonal care is defined as  the degree of "conformity" to such values, 

noms  and expectations. Significahtly, as long as this interpersonal aspect of care is 

based on such criteria, the personal circumstances of patients must be among the 

important factors used in assessing quaiity. The scientific aspect of health relates more 

to the judgment of health care professionals, especially doctors; whereas the social 

aspect of health relates more to the subjectivity of patients, such as their own values and 

expectations, etc. As discussed in Chapter 2, informai consent supplies the best 

example of a value and n o m  in the process of interpersonal a r e .  It is essentially not a 

matter of the technical assessment of professionals, but a matter of a patient's values 

and expectations in hidher own life.20 In conclusion, these "technical" and 

"interpersonal" aspects of health care combine ultimately to maximise patients' health in 

a way which corresponds to the WHO definition. 

In the actual setting of medical practice control, the next question should be how 

the quality of care may be evaluated or assessed. There are three major approaches in 

assessing quality: looking into the "structure," "process," and "outcorne" of care, 

respectively. The first approach, "structure of care," includes the nurnber and speciality 

of doctors, types of medical equipment, or other resources which form the 

"environment" of medical practice that helps to promote high quality practice. 

However, such an evaluation is only related to raising the possibility of high quality 

a r e ,  so it is not enough per se to ensure an overall quality of medical practice. In other 

- - -  

20 
A. Donabedian, The DeJnition of Qualiry and Approaches fo its Assessment, vol. 1 ,  1980 at 4-6, 

quoted in B.R Furrow, et al., Liabihy and Quality lssues in Healrh Cure, 2d ed. (St. Paul: West, 199 1) 
[hereinafter LQMC] at 14. Donabedian also presents "amenity" as one of the definitions of quality of 
health care, but it is not discussed here because it is not dirtctly related to the legal control of health 
professionals. 



words, a sufficieacy of specialists or expensive medical equipment only helps to ensure 

the quality of care; it is the "process" and "outcome" that are directly related to the 

quality of care and thus are more imp~rtant.~' 

The second approach is in terms of "process of care". With this approach, it is 

the actua! activities of heaith professionais that are examined. The technical aspect is 

assessed through scientific evaluation of the benefits and risks related to a specific 

element of practice (e.g., diagiosis or treatment). The interpersonal aspect is assessed 

with referençe to social values in general and to professional ethics. En both cases, 

noms of conduct are d e h e d  for a specific situation. These normative standards of 

conduct serve as a form of law in clinical settings, as discussed again in detail in 

Chapter 2? 

The 1 s t  approach is in terms of "outcome of çare". With this approach, one has 

to examine what has happened to the patient because of the medical practice. The 

outcornes would be, for example, recovay fkom disease, days spent until such recovery, 

and the happiness of the patient. This approach has some overlaps with the "process" 

approach because the process of care is also evaluated in the Iight of the outcome of the 

treatment, especially in the case of technical care. The difference is that the "outcome" 

approach directly examines what has happened to patients and evaluates the result, 

while the "process" approach rather looks into what the professionals did in a specific 

situation and evaluates it against more formalisecl noms of behaviour? This is 

preferable fkom the viewpoint of patients because their ultimate aim is, of course, to 

2 I 

77 
Ibid., at 79-84, quoted in LQMC, pp. 1 8-20. - 
ibid. 

23 
ibid. 



have their illness cured as soon as possible with the least expense. However, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, this approach is difficult to employ in actual clinical settings 

because it sometimes imposes unredisable burdens on doctors. 

Lastly, in terms of assessing the quality of medical practice, the inherently 

uncertain nature of medicine and its legal implications have to be noted. Simply put, 

there are no perfect, objectively verifiable answers to many questions in the field of 

medical science. White arguably says that "it is still the case that only about 15 percent 

of al1 conternpomy clinical interventions are supported by objective scientific evidence 

that they do more good than hm.""  This is reflected in the divergence between 

popular treatrnents for the same ilhess among different countries. For example, there 

are some drugs for dilating the cerebral blood vessels which are fiequently prescribed in 

France but are considered ineffective in England and the U.S. The rate of coronary 

bypass surgery in the U.S. was six times as much as that in England, as of 1988? The 

rate of radical mastectomy for breast cancer is still extremely high in some hospitals in 

Japan, even afier other methods of breast-saving operations have been statistically 

proven to produce similar results in some cases.26 Al1 these examples illustrate that 

medical science is not an international, "purely scientific" science. I f  medicine was a 

"real" science, such as physics or chemistry, there would be no differences between 

24 
K.L.White, "Foreword in L. Payer, Medicine and Culture (New York: Penguin Books, 1988) at 

9. 
25 

Ibid., at 24-25. The author strengrhens her argument, at page 18, by indicating that some of the 
statistics related to health (infmt mortality, life expectancy, etc,) in the counmes discussed are roughly 
the same, and concludes that the efficacy of medicine in the counfries is at the same level, at least to the 
extent that its quality can be measured. 
26 

M. Kondo,"Shujutsu Hencho Ni Igi Ari [Objection against operation-oriented treatment]" 73:4 
The Bungerîhunju (1 995) at 356-57. He quoted a suxvey of civil organisations which reported that the rate 
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countries, albeit the diffaence is o h  in the application of information. So, it seems to 

follow that such technical aspects of medicine are also affectai by many other factors, 

such as the personal preferences of doctors, or customs among them. Payer tries to 

explain the difference by addressing rasons such as the national characters of 

countries." Thus, such stereotyping factors might also be considered in assessing the 

quality of medical pctice, even when an apparentiy technical aspect is exarnined. 

The uncertainty of medicine, illustrated by the above examples, suggests some 

legal implications. Originally, legal control of the quaiity of medical practice was 

carrieci out through "drawing a line" between acceptable and unacceptable levels of 

quality, accompanied wi th prohibitions or disincentives against what i s unacceptable. 

This prernaturity of the medical discipline rnakes "drawing a linew a complicated and 

unstable process. This is hardly compatible with the regularity and predictability which 

are characteristics of Iaw. Therefore, the legal control of medical practice is 

straightforward only when it is based on the above-mentioned "structurai" approach in 

evaluation, which is the most formalised and measurable among the three approaches. 

For example, this approach is employed in hospital regulations, for which the 

"structural" approach facilitates routine inspection by the governing authority. In the 

case of Japan, the Medical Service Law (Law No. 205, 1948, hereinafter MSL) enforces 

"structural" requirements, such as  the mandatory number of health care professionals in 

hospitals, which is decided by regulations according to the number of in-patients and 

out-patients. With respect to the "process" and "outwme" approaches of evaluation, the 
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inherent uncertainty directly affects the task of evaluation and there are many questions 

left to be e~arnined.~' 

In conclusion, the quality of health a r e  is the first reason why medical practice 

must be controlled. In addition, the interpersonal aspects of heaith care should be as 

significant as the technical aspect of care, which is still too often underdeveloped and 

uncertain. It also has to be noted that the uncertainty of medicine is a significant factor 

in controlling medical practice. 

Section 2 - Actors and Their Interactions 

This section discusses the status quo of medical practice control, or how the 

actors interrelate in the scheme of control at the present day. Importantly, the 

interactions discussed in this section are related to societal control of medicd practice, 

as distinguished from legal control base-  on legislation and legal precedents. This 

mode of control is more like a political process which has an actual influence on the 

nature of medical practice. Still, it is important to examine this because any detailed 

analysis of the legal aspects needs a sociological examination of each related part. 

The actors are: the state, doctors, patients and health administrators. They are 

the four distinct but inter-related parties.29 Each actor is examined as one of the four 

parties under the following subheadings. In addition, in the last part of this section, the 
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See Chapter 2. 
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M.J. Trebilcock, C.J. Touhy & A.D. Wolfson. Professional Regdarion: A StaflStudy of 

Accountancy. Architecture, Engineering and Law in Ontario preparedfor The Professional 
Organkafions Cornmittee (Toronto: Ministry of the Attorney General, 1979) at 35. It does not discuss the 
roie of the state specifically, but this thesis does because the state is the third party that is the key to 
understanding the whole picture. 



doctor-patient relatioaship is examineci as an example of interaction between the parties. 

(1) The State 

The state is the only authority that has formd power to make formal laws, in a 

strictly enforceable sense. With respect to the scheme of legal control, the state controls 

otha in the foms of legislation, regulation and legal precedent, which dl within the 

jurisdiction are forced to observe. Therefore, analysing the fiincrions of the state is the 

key to understanding the legal control of medical practice. 

This thesis divides the hctions of the state into "policy-making" and 

"adjudicating," discussed in subheadings (a) and (b) respectively. The former is more 

related to the legislative and executive fiinctions, and the latter to the judicial bct ion.  

The former takes a more dynamic role in medical practice control than the latter, as well 

as having different le@ implications. After discussing the two modes of the state's 

fiinction, they are integrated for the exploration of relationships which explain the 

overall position of the state in the scheme of controlling medical practice. 

(a) Legislators and Bureaucrats : Policy-making 

Legislators and bureaucrats are classified together as policy-making agents in 

this scheme. They tùnction actively with their own policy goals, ûying to direct the 

agenda of the country. They legislate a general fiamework of policy goals (legislators), 

or make regulations and execute those policy goals (bureaucrats). The national 

legislature is no longer the exclusive instrument for settling or implementing public 

p01icy.~' The iùnctions of legislators need not be directly discussed here, though their 

role and behaviour must be regarded as significant in temis of legislating medical 
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licensing schemes. The fùnctions of bueaucrats are discussed in Section 3 in relation 

to institutions in charge of the licensing and discipline of health pro fessionals. 

One large difference between Canada and Japan is that Canada is a federation of 

ten provinces and two territories, and authority in terms of hedth care is held by each 

province and territory." nimefore, strictly speaking, one has to analyse twelve health 

care systems separately, plus the policy role of the federal govemment overall, to 

examine the "Canadian" system. (in this thesis, the system of Manitoba represents the 

Canadian system, unless othenvise indicated.) 

By contrast, Japan is a country of centralisecl power. In most cases, there is no 

discrepancy in areas across Japan. Therefore, it is possible to analyse the Japanese 

health care system as one uniform system. This difference is significant in some 

aspects: for example, the regionalisation of the health care system and a unifonn 

standard of health care across the country. In Canada, conflict behiveen federal and 

provincial governments in terms of health insurance is ofien the most significant issue. 

In Japan, the issue is simpler because the central govemment can uniformly construct a 

scheme of health insurance, resolving difficulties as they arise by discussion or 

negotiation with the national goveming bodies of the heakh care professionals. 

However, in Canada, federal and provincial governments are in a conflicting 

relationship because the sources of funding (federal) are different fiom the authority 

with respect to health care (provincial). This relationship makes the Canadian health 

insurance issue a more complicated one, compounded by the relationship between the 

provincial govemments and medical associations in each province. " 

3 1 
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@) Judges: Adjudicating 

Judges take the role of adjudicating disputes that are brought into court. in 

controlling medical practice, judges play a relatively small d e  in tenns of setting up 

the basic structure of health a r e  delivery or deciding its policy goals. Instead, they 

formulate, by accumulating legal precedents, empiriçal rules that are applicable to the 

individual practice of medicine. '' 
Judges adjudicate between conflicting values and facts in specific cases. This 

necessitates the independence of the judiciary fiom the health care system point of 

view, because judges have to be strictly the "third party," a role requiring impartiality 

and objectivity. More concretely, the courts have to be able to act independently fiom 

other govemental policy-making agencies. In addition, individual judges have to be 

able to exert their authority following what they believe to be the objective meaning of 

the  la^.'^ This independence is assured in part by legislation, such as provisions 

restricting the grounds for removal of judge~.'~ More importantly, this independence of 

the judiciary is followed by the sys tw in which certain policy decisions, even if 

embodied in legislation, can sometimes be legitimately stnick down by the court, afier 

thorough examination of legislative facts and their evaluations, especially if not 

previously made clear in the record and process of legislation. This role of judges is 

important in the legal control of medical practice; but it cannot be initiated by hem, 

only by p a o n s  or groups willing to go to court. 

(c) Nature of State Intervention and the Relationship between Policy-making 

33 
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and Adjudicating 

As mentioned above, legislators, bureaucrats and judges represent the three 

functions of the state that are involved in policy-making and adjudicating. What is the 

fundamentai nature of those functions? How are they authoritatively interpreted for the 

legal analysis of  state policy, and by whom? 

Simply put, a fundamental consideration in state intervention derives fiom the 

fact that the state acts as a third Party. This is well elaborated in the study of Aubert, a 

legal sociologist in Norway. Aubert presents the typology of "dyad" and "triad" 

relati~nships'~ and hypothesises that third-party intervention in the tnad relationship 

offers the key to legal reasoning. 

As examples of disputes between the first and second parties, Aubert presents 

two types of conflict: "conflict of interests," and "dissensus" over values and facts. 

Conflicts of interest can usually be settled by negotiation and bargaining between the 

related parties; while dissensus usually needs adjudication, in other words intervention 

of the third party applying certain norms to the case. This third party intervention, 

usually judicial, can form law in a simple sense, and thus holds many legal 

implications.'' 

Of course, wnflicts of interest can take the fom of dissensus when, for some 

reason, they are not eventually settled by negotiation but lefi to legal solutions. Once 

the conflict of interest is subject to law, and dealt with by the third party, the conflict 

between first and second parties inevitably becornes an objective one; they have to refer 
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to related facts and noms in order publicly to justifi their arguments. The third party, 

which usually means the judge, decides which side of the argument is justified upon the 

evidence presented. Thus, conflict of interest is ultimately settled in the fom of  

adjudication." 

The analysis of Aubert basically looks into interpersonal conflict as adjudicated 

by judges, but his framework is also applicable to collective actions of the 

govement.39 In other words, legislation, as well as regulations made by bureaucrats, 

can work as third party intervention in conflict of interest and dissensus. Policy-rnakers 

(legislators and bureaucrats) need to play the role of judges when they design legal 

systems (legislation) and sub-systerns (regulations). From the fùnctionalists' 

perspective, law and regdation are initiaily recognised as instruments of policy 

implementation. What, then, are their characteristics? First, they fùnction as the most 

coercive process of po licy implementation. S econdl y, because of this coerciveness, 

they can change existing social relationships totally. More importantly, they originate 

in certain fixed values in the society. For example, the statutory licensure of doctors is 

accompanied by a value judgment that it is nsky to allow non-licensees to practice 

medicine, though they have are otherwise fiee to choose occupations. This means that 

the legislation of licensure fünctions like a verdict decided by judges, determining that 

one value (public safety) is superior to the other (occupational choice). It also becomes 

a value in society and most people c a s e  to debate or doubt its wisdom. In these ways, 

such legislation defines what citizens ought to do and how society ought to be. 

Regulations made through executive functions are not as coercive as legislation; they 
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are supposed to derive their coercive force fkom the enabling legislation. However, 

they also do have truly coercive aspects as long as they "force" others to do something. 

Thus, law and regulations function as a verdict upon some conflict of facts or values, or 

both, which define the society. It also follows that policy-makers have to act like 

judges, comparing certain values based on facts and noms, in applying laws based on 

legislation and regulation.M 

The above mentioned adjudicative perspective is a significant part of policy 

decision-making. However, this is only one side of a coin; the other side is equally 

significant, or sometimes even more significant, because it reflects the original role of 

the policy-makers as agents of the state. The adjudicative perspective signifies only the 

passive or reactive side of decision making. However, the policy-makers also need 

active ways of decision making based on the enddmeans perspective, or the 

consideration of means as directed to certain ends. This necessitates the selection of 

both policy goals, and of appropriate and efficient toois fur implementation. Elements 

of public policy are divided into three aspects: problem definition, goal setting and 

choice of instrumentality. The authorities recognise a certain problern to be solved 

arnong many public problerns, reserving the power of definition and priority-making. A 

decision reflects what they are trying to achieve, as goal setters. And a specific 

measure is selected to solve the problem and to achieve the goal, Le., choice of 

instr~mentality.~' Adjudication is composed only of the passive side of  problem 

defining and of an instrumental choice of legislation. However, the pdicy-maker duty 
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is not confined to that hct ion;  they aiso have to be active in ideutifj&qg the final goals, 

as well as defining problerns and choosing one of the various instruments. 

By the same token, judges are also required to have the ends/means perspective. 

The traditional idea, which requires judges to apply only certain noms to 

acknowledged facts, still holds true as a normative model. However, there are many 

factors that cannot be explained by the traditionai model?* Thus, the enddmeans 

perspective is useiùl as an explicatory model for the judicial decision-making process. 

Judges also identiQ public problems to be solved, or find issues at stake arnong those 

which have been brought into court. They consider policy goais that are oflen based on 

certain provisions of the constitution or subordinate legislation, and find tools for 

achieving these goals in actual, written judgments." 

In conclusion, it can be said that the difference between the two perspectives is 

not as substantial as it might seem. Both policy-makers and judges have to have both 

perspectives. Their actual influence in decision-mahg is different. Policy-makers are 

fundamentally and literally engaged in "making policies" based on perspectives for the 

future and on consideration of ends and means, while theu significant influence on 

society makes them think partly like judges. By contrast, judges, starting !Yom an 

adjudicative perspective, have begun increasingly to get involved in policy decision- 

making, whic h requires adoption of an enddmeans perspective. 

42 These factors have been stressed by many legal reaiists. They point out that "the outcome of a 
case depended largely, if not entirtly, on the predilections of the judges who happened to be dcciding it," 
not based on the necessary outcome of legal principles: S.Vago, Law & Socie~), 4th ed. (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1994) at 5 1. Aiso, in tight of the cases in Japan, Hirai indicated the 
difference of "codict-resolution-oriente# process and "policy-oriented process of court procedure, 
which reflects that of the adjudicative and endfmeans perspectives: Y. Hirai, Ho Seisakugaku [Legal 
Policy Science] (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1987) at 8-10. 
43 See Chapter 2, Section 1-(4) for the actuai case of those two conflicting perspectives in the 
judicial process. 



Lastly, a particular characteristic of the judicial fiinction has to be noted here. 

Policy-making, or more concretely the designing of a legal system dealing with specific 

issues, is difficult because the designer (policy-maker) has to take an 

ail-things-considered approach, anticipating as many possible disputes and their 

remedies as one can, in order to make the system a stable one. Moreover, there is often 

no experiential guidance at hand because the system-designing has to be done on 

prediction. On the contrary, judges originally cary out an ex post facto style of control. 

They are allowed to decide individual cases arising out of past events, in light of the 

cases's individual circurnstances. They also must consider the tùture effet of the 

verdict. This is especially tme when awarding damages in tort liability cases against 

doctors or hospitals. Their primary duty is to solve the cases brought into court, by 

considenng precedents and making their decisions fit into themu Ln other words, they 

can decide individual cases more easily and precisely than policy-makers, because they 

have more points of reference to guide thern in decision-making. For these reasons, it is 

sometimes important in designing a legal system to leave some complicated issues, 

especially the issues which need adjudicative discretion, to decision-making in the 

courts." Most importantly, the field of medical control practice, which is much 
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affected by the uncertainty of  medical science, as noted above, needs this 

supplernenting by the judicial fiuiction for its policy-making f u n ~ t i o n s . ~  

(2) Doctors 

Doctors primarily work as the first party in health care services. Also, they have 

al ways been regarded as "professionals. " Their dominance, in Friedson's anal ysis, 

cornes fkom the "professional" nature of medicine. He states that an "occupation" is 

regarded as a "professionw when it acquires "legitimate, organised autonomy." The 

autonomy includes the "... exclusive right to determine who can legitimately do its work 

and how the work should be done." In other words, once this autonomy is established, 

the profession (doctors) can officially avoid "outsidef' evaluation o f  the contents of their 

work. Thus, they organise groups of peers and control their work by themselves, as 

well as "professing" that they are a distinct profession, not just an ordinary oc~upation?~ 

In addition, in order to profess that they are accountable to the public, they regulate 

themselves and discipline those who are not in cornpliance with the n o m s  which are 

made by themselves.'@ 

The autonomy of doctors is largely grounded in their scientific knowledge of 

medicine, which has become complicated and esoteric enough to establish its own 

44 
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world" and vocabdary. In Canada, this scientification began with the Flexner ~ e p o r t , ~ ~  

which dealt with medical education in Canada and the U.S. in 19 10. The proposais of 

this report promoted standardisai medicai education based on scientific knowledge. in 

addition, this advancement of medical education helped to organise medical knowledge 

which had fotmerly been individually taught by apprenticeship. This organiseci 

scientific knowledge of medicine helped to establish the autonomy of doctors and 

medical college~.~* 

In Japan, the Meji Restoration in 1 868 triggered the scientification of medicine. 

Before that, under the seclusion of the Tokugawa Shogunate, medical practice had been 

mainly perfonned by oriental practitioners who provided only low quality senices. 

The oriental practitioners adhered to ancient documents of oriental medicine and 

showed no inclination to introduce scientific methods in their practice. The new 

govemment worned about the low quality of medical practice and proclaimed that it 

would license practitioners based on western medicine. This policy was put into effect 

with the promulgation of isei (the Medical Regulation) in 1874. Most importantly, 

health policy in Japan at that time was part of Fukoku Kyohei (maximising the wealth of 

the state and enhancing its military power), policies duected to catching up with the 

western countries. Therefore, scientification of medicine must be considered in the 

context of the westernisation of modem ~apan." 
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The viewpoint of the state, with respect to the process of scientification, has to 

be clarified here. As mentioned in Section 1, the relative prernanuity of medical 

science makes third-party legal control very difficult. Ironically, the scientific character 

of medicine has widened the gap of medical knowledge between doctors and the state, 

or more concretely, legislators, bureaucraîs and judges. This has laid a severe burden 

on the government because, simply put, the gap of knowledge means that those who are 

controlled know better than those who control the subject matter of control. Thus, in 

Canada most aspects of the legal control of medicine are lefi to delegated agencies 

consisting of doctors thernselves, or judicial bodies that can exert ex post facto control, 

as mentioned above. in Japan, the authority is not delegated to the profasions 

thernselves, but in effect the ministry cannot do without any profession's help in 

deciding many thing~.'~ 

Next, the social statu of doctors makes their organisations powerfbl and 

influentid on policy decisionmaking. In Canada, doctors in each province have their 

own medical association; they fiinction as labour or quasi-labour unions for medical 

practitioners, and handle such matters as fee setting, collective bargaining and 

discipline. Doctors are beginnùig to rely more and more upon their labour-union-like 

activities. In addition, each province has a licensing body of doctors which mainly 

consists of doctors themselves and is established by provincial statutes." The licensing 

body also handles the discipline of incompetent or unethical practitioners, p w  
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evaluation, and other quality assurance activities. Thus, the licensing bodies are given 

official power and responsibility regarding wntrol over the quality of health care." 

In Japan, the Iicensing power is not lefi to doctors themselves. However, the 

Japan Medical Association (JMA) has been influentid in governrnental health policies 

and has acted as the major pressure group representing doctors, especially while Dr. 

Taro Takemi was president (1957-1980).5s However, as mernbership of the JMA is not 

cornpulsory, and its original majority members are self-employed practitioners, 56 its 

influence is inevitably decreasing dong with the increase of young and salaried doctors 

whom the .MA has failed to attra~t. '~ 

Lastly, because this difference seerns to have affected the doctor-patient 

relationship, the origins of Japanese doctors as health professionals are different fiorn 

those of Canadian doctors. Doctors in Japan tend to be more authoritarian. There is a 

historical reason for that. The Japanese govemment introduced German medicine afier 

the Meiji Restoration. In this process, the governrnent did not invite ordinary doctors 

but army doctors fiom Gmany.  These military physicians taught the students in a 

strict and authontarian manner. Thus, it makes sense to assume that this has helped to 

shape the characteristics of Japanese medicine, which rernain largely authontarian and 
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patemalisti~.~~ As will be discussed in Chapter 2 in comection with certain legal 

precedents, it seems to be an accepted conception that medical practice in Japan is 

authoritarian, not egalitarian. 

(3) Patients 

The role of patients in society has been described and explored by many 

sociologists, beginnllig with Talcott Parsons in his book, The Social Sys~em.s9 This 

thesis will not look into the detailed sociological analysis of the patient's role, because it 

is not directly reiated to the legal aspects of the control of medicine. Rather, signifiant 

aspects are chosen and examined individually. 

One aspect is the discrepancy between professional knowledge and lay 

knowledge in terms of the treatment of disease. Lay knowledge is based on the patient's 

expenence about illness, while professional knowledge is based on theories about 

disease. Thus, because lay people knowlcdge has not been systematised as usehl 

knowledge in the practice of medicine, its position in the health care system is still a 

marginal one. WiIIiams and Popay write: 

For the most part, however sophisticated and sociologically illuminating the 
knowledge expressed in lay beliefs may be, it remains disorganised and ad hoc, 
posing little if any direct challenge to the power of the medical profession. 
However much these beliefs are part of a shared culture and society, they 
are expressions of personal experiences which remain outside the worlds of 
science and p ~ l i t i c s . ~  

More importantly, as a sort of converse to the scientification of medical practice, 

patients' Iay howledge tends to be considered by professionals as more and more 
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unreliable, to be ignored because the scientification of medicai practice helps to widen 

the gap between the two types of kn~wledge.~' 

However, the position of patients in society is also changing. There are some 

factors narrowing the status gap between doctors and patients. They are trends against 

paternalistic authority and trends toward an improved educationai level of the public. 

Most importantly, in the age of mas-communication, it gets easier and easier for the 

public to receive information about health care through magazines, TV programs, 

popular self-help exercises and especially the internet. They help the public to acquire 

scientific knowledge about medicine, and also help to "de-mystie" what is going on 

during the process of professional medical practice. These trends are empowering 

patients when they go to doctors. They become less reluctant to ask questions about the 

treatment, even refusing some treatments which do not accord with their preferen~es.~' 

The promotion of "informed consent" or other patient-rights movements are based on 

this growing awareness and concern arnong the public toward the control of health care. 

(4) Health Administrators 

Among those controlled by law, only health administrators are not immediately 

and directly relevant to actual medical practice, except in their roles in decisions about a 

doctor's permission of access to the hospitai. They are oniy indirectly related to it 

through hospital management. However, their position is growing more and more 

significant in controlling more ''team-based" medical practice, involving health 

professionals who have their own specialties: e.g., anaesthesiologists, physiotherapists, 

e l  
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respiratory therapists. In such a situation, the authority of any doctor in rnanaging the 

tearn inevitably decreases. In addition, the hospital itself has acquired high-tech 

equipment which needs professional maintenance and co-ordination in its use. Also, 

the nsing influence of public health insurance has necessitated professional eçonomic 

CO-ordination of hospital administration. Thus, the role of health administrators has 

become significant in the quality assurance of health care services. Furthemore. the 

rise of "hospital liability" in the field of medical malpractice cases is another signiticant 

factor tending to make hospital administrators influentid in medical practice control. A 

recent judgment in New Brunswick held that: 

A hospital has an obligation to meet standards reasonably expected by the 
community it serves in the provision of wmpetent personnel and adequate 
facilities and equipment and also with respect to the cornpetence of physicians 
to whom it grants privileges to provide medical treat~nent.~~ 

With respect to the role of health administrators, it must be noted that the system 

of hospitals and its historicai background is different between Canada and Japan. The 

word "hospital" derives fiom the Latin hospitium, meaning "place of reception for 

guests." As this etyrnology indicates, hospitais in Canada have histoncally been 

"charitable institution[s] for the housing and maintenance of the needy" or "asylum[s] 

for the destitute, infinn, or aged."" In other words, the administration of the hospital 

has been developed separately Erom the medical practice done by doctors. By contrast, 

most hospitals in Japan have not been "hospitals" in that western historical sense. 

Hospitals in Japan are more like a larger fonn of doctors' offices with beds for 
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in- patient^.^' Typically, it is likely that a doctor running a clinic may eventuall y enlarge 

it into a hospital, afkr accurnulating capital f i r d 6  Because of this peculiarity. many of 

the hospitals are managed by doctors who do not have knowledge of hospital 

admini~tration.~' Moreover, there is no functionai distinction between a doctor's office 

and a hospital, so they are not in a refdng-refmed relationship, but are just 

cornpetitors. Thus, even small clinics are heavily equipped with high-tech medical 

equipment." Because of this institutional structure, there is little room for discussing 

hospital liability separately tMom a doctor's liability. 

Moreover, in Japan the relationship between the hospital and the doctor is 

essentially different fiom that of Canada. in North America, doctors are usually not 

employed by hospitals, but are privileged to use the facilities of hospitals. That is one 

reason why hospital liability has developed. There is little chance of the Canadian 

hospital being vicariously liable for the conduct of doctors who are not its employees. 

However, in Japan, most doctors are employed by hospitals or clinics. Therefore, 

technically speaking, it is usually enough to impose vicarious liability on the hospital, 

which is operated by doctors, in t ems  of the conduct of their employees. 69 Thus, the 
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role of hospital administrators in Japan has not yet corne to the forefiont in the legal 

(5) The Doctor-Patient Relationship 

Doctors and patients are fundamental actors in the çontrolling scheme. 

Therefore, this section explores the individual relationship between a doctor and a 

patient in detail. Kluge presents six models of the relationship: paternalistic, agency, 

col legial, contractual, Wendship and fiduciary. 7' This section compares three of thern: 

paternalistic, collegial and f iduciq.  

The oldest of a11 is the paternalistic model. The doctor historically has the 

ultimate power of deciding the health care provided for the patient, though tie is only 

officially held out as having technical expertise with respect to medicine. The patient 

should obey whatever the doctor orders, though the doctor is supposed to issue such 

orders with benevolence and sympathy for the patient. In other words, the doctor is 

presumed to be able to judge what is in the best interest of the patient, even better than 

the patient themselves. This presumed cornpetence of the doctor sometimes even 

imposes the duty to decide for the patient? 

Secondly, the collegial model, unlike the paternalistic model, presumes that the 

positions of the doctor and the patient are equal. Both parties are considered as 

CO-workers in dealing with the patient's illness. Therefore, this mode1 is also called the 

CO-operation mode1 or participatory model. Though the two parties do not have the 
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same authority in technical matters, they are presurned to have equal power in decision 

making on how health Gare should be provided to the patient. A popular example of 

this model would be "informed consent," which is discussed in Chapter 2. The doctor 

cannot decide what kind of treatment should be performed on the patient without 

participation by the patient.73 

Lastly, the fiduciary model is analogous to the trust relationship. It is essentially 

the most realistic in that it starts with the assumption that the doctor and the patient are 

not in an equal position; but this still enables the patient's subjective values to be 

ernphasised. Kluge describes this model as " a model of balance. The right of 

autonomy of the patient is balanced against the knowledge and expertise of the 

physician and the rights of the physician both as an individual and as a profe~sional."~~ 

Black's Law Dictionary defines the word "fiduciary" as "a person having duty, created 

by his undertaking, to act primarily for another's benefit in matters connected with such 

an ~ndertaking."'~ In other words, the doctor has a duty as a fiduciary, which does not 

assume the equal authority of the patient but still requires the doctor to act for the 

benefit of the patient. 

In the recent case of Mclnemey vs. Ma~Donald,'~ this concept of fiduciary duty 

was well described. Citing precedents, the Supreme Court of Canada declared that the 
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doctor, over and above his basic legal duty of reasonable care and skill, is in the 

position of a fiduciary which is analogous to that of lawyers and parents. Though the 

contents of the fiduciary duty are not formalised and rather "shaped by the demand of 

the situation," certain duties such as the duty "to act with utmost good faith and loyalty" 

inevitably &se from the fiduciary relationship. With this reasoning, the Supreme Court 

has acknowledged the nght of the patient to access medical records, saying that "the 

fiducial qualities of the relationship extend the physician's duty ... to include the 

obligation to grant access to the information the doctor uses in administering 

treatmen t. " " 

Section 3 - State Intervention: three approaches 

The previous sections have presented a basic standpoint in controlling medical 

practice and a societal background for the actual control scheme, in each country. The 

next question would be: what kind of scheme should the state employ in order to 

control the whole health care systern for the sake of national welfare? This section 

presents three alternatives of medical practice control, based on different social and 

economic theories, each with different legal  implication^.'^ 
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The three approaches presented here are classified as the laissez-faire model, 

modi fied laisser-faire model and mediativecontrol mode1 .79 The laissa-jüire model i s 

first exarnined because it provides a good background for the discussion. With 

reference to the laissez-faire model, the second and the third models are compared and 

their advantages and disadvantages e~amined.'~ 

Before exarnining the three models, two signifiant criteria for assessing their 

validity are noted. "Efficiency" and "justifiability" standards have to be considered in 

designing legd systerns. Generally speaking, maximising the utility or elfare of the 

public is the primary goal of policy decision-making. To put this another way, 

resources for maximishg utility are lirnited in society. Robbins says "[elconomics is 

the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce 

means which have alternative uses."" Scarcity is a limiting condition of human 

behavior and has to be wnsidered fiom an economic perspective. Thus, how to use the 

resource "efficiently" for the maximisation of utility is the first standard.'* Second, 

"justifiability" is also a factor to be considered. This standard is andogous to the 

adjudicative perspective discussed above. The efficiency standard does not compare 
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the utility between people, but this fùrther task is unavoidable when one tries to achieve 

patient equaiity and equity of care within the population. in other words, the state 

sometimes sacrifices the interest of some people to favour the over-riding interests of 

others. In that case, it is important to think of the most justifiable way to do it; in other 

words, what is the way that most people will regard as conforniable to justice? 

In the analysis which follows, an interaction between a doctor and a patient is 

presupposed to be simple at first: that a doctor treats a patient for pecuniary return 

based on a private contract, without any govemental intervention, even if the 

viewpoint of analysis is solely that of the state. Other factors, such as health insurance, 

are not included at the begiming. They are introduced in Sections 4 and 5, when they 

are accorded the more detailed anaiysis they respire. In addition, this scheme of 

classification does not explain e v q  facet of state intervention. The three models are 

presented as basic structures, and their modification is discussed next. 

(1) The Laissez-Faire Mode1 

The first option that the state can take for intervention is, simply enough, to 

refrain from intervening at dl .  This thesis labels this approach the laissez-faire model. 

It is analogous to classical economic theory and anti-collectivism. Anti-collectivim is 

any perspective against collective action in society. Its advocates deplore collective 

intervention of the state on the ground that it is inevitably accompanied by extemal 

coercion. Thus, they prefer private solutions that are fke fiom state intervention, albeit 

this may mean coercion fiom other economic, pnvate interests, whether intemal or 

extemal to the institution. 
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When principles of classical economics can be applied to the doctor-patient 

relationship, there is to be no need for any state intervention. That is because there are 

what Adam Smith called "invisible hands of  GO^,"^ that is, the price mechanism in 

which the demand of a patient and the supply of a doctor meet at the optimal point, 

which is of the highest utility for the cost that consumers pay to receive the most 

effective perfo~mance.~~ This model supposes that fiee competition in each party, and 

interaction between both parties, are enough for medical practice control, because such 

ffee competition shouId produce the most efficient health care system, fiom the 

viewpoint not only of individuals but also of society at largesg6 in oîher words, state 

intervention is nothing but an obstacle against the most efficient form of fiee 

competition. Significantly, this model sometimes even denies the necessity of 

legislated medical licensure, on the ground that the prohibition of practice to 

non-licensees hampers fiee competition and only increases the income of the 

professionals. For example, Milton Friedman admits that medical licensure has 

contributed to some extent in helping to ensure the quality of medical practice; but in 

the last analysis he still denies the necessity of medical licensure fiom the above reason, 

with reference to his economic theory and anti-collectivist belieE8' 

Therefore, in the laissez-faire model, a possible form of legal control would be 

canied out only through the judicial fùnction of the state. This is the least aggressive 
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style of intervention, because the judicial fùnction is usudly passive, and only allowed 

to process the case brought by the plaintiff within the civil liability sy~tem.~* This 

private character fits iato individuaiism, one of the rationales of an anti-collectivism 

which despises coercive, collective state inter~ention.~~ Also, Hayek states that the 

judge " serves, or tries to maintain and improve, a going order which nobody has 

designed, an order that has fomed itself without the knowledge and often against the 

will of autl~ority,"~~ and thus helps to build a fiee market, fiee fkom the coercion of the 

state. In that way, this form of Iegal control " mitigates any undesirable features 

associated with the creation of a public monopoly over the law enforcement fùn~tion."~' 

The laissez-faire model seems, on its face, to lead to the ideal situation. 

However, is it really credible? A significant flaw in this model becornes clear if we 

examine some of the assumptions that it is based on. Fundamentally, the model 

presumes that both parties negotiate with each other and reach some compromise which 

guarantees the highest utility for the patient with the least expense; however, this model 

is based on other assumptions, one of which will now be examineci, and none of which 

are compatible with the real situation. 

Information imbalance between the doctor and the patient would be the best 

example indicating that the laissdaire mode1 cannot be applied to the health care 

field. In order for negotiation to be workable, both parties are supposed to have the 
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same information for decision making. Most importantly, the patient is supposed to be 

able to judge the cornpetence of the doctor against a background of sufficient and 

comparable information, and to consent to the treatment of his or her own fiee will. 

However, as discussed in Section 2 above, patients typically do not have enough 

knowledge about technical matters of medicine. Moreover, it is the doctors who first 

gather the infonnation about the disease. This makes it difficult for patients to be 

informed enough for the purpose of attaining a negotiating equilibrium, even if the gap 

between the two parties is becorning narrower. Therefore, this assumption of sharing 

the same information cannot be verîfied with respect to health care services." 

Thus, the laissez-faire model cannot be accepted as a redistic alternative to state 

intervention in the health w e  field. Anti-collectivists would argue that the patient has 

to change the irnbalance for herseif, for example by studying medicine, because 

individual action for the solution is what the laissez-faire model implies. However, 

such a theoretical argument to bolster the laissez-faire principle cannot sensibly be 

endorseci because it is simply not workable as a universal system. 

(2) The Modified Laissez=faire Mode1 

The reality of any health care situation precludes Eree competition in the health 

care field. Therefore, the second alternative for medical practice control atternpts to 

eliminate obstacles against f?ee competition. This approach is more interventional than 

the laissez-faire model, though still based on free competition. Here we will cal1 it the 

modi fied laissez- faire model. 

This is based on reluctant collectivisrn. Reluctant collectivists seek goals 

similar to those of anti-collectivists; however, their beliefs are more pragmatic. They 

9 2 See Section 2-(3). 



do not have unqualified faith in an unregulated fie market system and agree, to some 

extent, on the ability and the duty of the state to manage parts of the econorny. As a 

result, they literally admit, with reluctance, govemmental intervention on a limited 

basis. 

Reluctant collectivists mainly discuss state intervention in the economy, but 

would take the sarne attitude to intervention in the provision of health care service. In 

general, they advocate measures which maintain fiee competition by eliminating its 

obstacles, such as the imbalance of information between doctors and patients, as 

discussed above. The following are some examples of measUres they would favour. 

"Certification" would be the first measure to correct the imbalance. It means a 

system in which an authority gives the right to use a certain title exclusively to those 

who have satisfied formal requirements of training for a certain occ~pat ion.~~ By this 

certification scheme, patients can judge the cornpetence of the doctor, to some extent, 

merely by confirming hidher title. in addition, once the patient is involved in the 

treatment, a right to access medical records is also important to correct any information 

imbalance. The patient can access her medical record and evaluate the treatrnent 

directly, regardles of the judgment of the treating doctor? 

Another important measure to correct the imbalance between the doctor a d  the 

patient is "informed consent." This principle is usually discussed fiom the viewpoint of 

the patient's autonomy, but it also helps to maintain the patient's position in the health 

care field which will promote the desired fke competition. Having the right to decide 
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what can be done to their bodies, together with the right to reficse the specific Peatrnent, 

patients can exert authority in the course of the therapy. In addition, having the right to 

have the necessary infoxmation as to the nature and risks of the treatment and 

alternative therapies, before consenting to any treatment, places thern close to being in 

the same position as doctors, at least from the viewpoint of inf~rmation.'~ 

Thus, in the modified laissez-faire model, the actual imbalance wi be corrected 

and fiee competition can then take place. Such measures are not acceptable to 

anti-collectivists, but they are pragrnatic solutions to maintain a measure of fiee 

competition in the health care field.96 

(3) The Mediative-Control Model 

The former two models are both based on tiee competition. Again, that means 

that both presuppose that free negotiation between a doctor and a patient makes for the 

highest-quality service and corresponds in service value to the money paid by the 

patient. However, even if the price mechanisrn works fine under the modified 

laissez-faire model, its mechanism for setting the quality of care has its own flaw. That 

is, as the definition of these two models shows, the quality of care is governed in each 

only by the amount of money that the patient pays, which is a matter free fiom state 

intervention or involvement. In other words, in both models, the quality of care is set, 
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not according to the patient's need but rather by the patient's resources, on the 

assumption that the patient can afford to pay for necessary treatmemt. What does this 

mean? Simply put, it raises the problem of accessibility to highquality and long-term 

care. Patients may have to put up with lowquality or no care if they cannot afford a 

higher quality. Free competition provides high-quality care to the rich, and low-quality 

or no care to the poor. Though this may depend on where the state intends to draw a line 

between the acceptable level and the unacceptable level, it will always be entirely 

possible that some people will not be able to afford an acceptable level of health care, 

as long as quality assurance is left to the market mechanism. This situation is totally 

incompatible with the aims of quality assurance of medical practice related in some way 

to need, so there must be another rnechanism that can assure accessibility. 

There is another, perhaps more important, reason why the modified laissez-faire 

model is not enough for protecting the public. Because the systern of certification has 

no scherne for forcing consumers (patients) to choose adequate services, it cannot 

prevent bad effects, if any, on other people who are not involved in the particular 

medical situation." A case of treating contagious disease would be the best example. 

In such a case, incompetent services would harm people other than the patient because 

they might be infected with that disease. Thus, the possibility of such extemalitiesg8 

necessitates a more interventionist method of control than mere certification. 

The mediative-control model, refmed to as the third mode1 in this thesis, does 

not leave the attainment of desirable quality to the market mechanism. The state is 

assumed to have the power and responsibility for deciding the quality of care that 
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should fulfil a universal and uniform right to health are. The concept of licensure can 

be understood in this context. Unlike the price mechanisrn, licensure works by 

drawing a line between the acceptable level of care and the unacceptable, which it 

prohibits. In doing so, licensure assures quality of  care on a collective level? This is 

also the strongest form of consumer protection, working on the assumption that 

consumers have no expert knowledge about medicine. It is the safest option because 

there is officially no practitioner, under the licensure scherne, whose cornpetence is 

below the acceptable level. This "collective" character is the key component of the 

mediative-control model. Individual solutions are not workable in the health care field 

as mentioned above, and the state intervenes for the sake of public welfare. 

The qualiîy discussed so far in this section refers to what is measured through 

the "structural" approach discussed earlier in Section 1. Medical licensure only ensures 

that there are conditions sufficient to achieve highquaiity practice by excluding those 

who are regarded as providing an unacceptable level of health care services. After the 

licensees enter the health care field, they are subject to noms  of behavior assessed in a 

"process" approach. More importantly, the state active involvement in medicai 

practice control is in the disciplinary process dealing with incompetent professionals. 

Also, in cases where there are statutory duties imposed on professionals, the 

government actively gets involved in medical practice control through imposing 

criminai or tort liability on doctors. In addition, there are also some rare cases in which 

the "outcome" approach is employai in performance assessment, and the licensee who 

cannot achieve desirable results is penalised. As discussed in Section 1 ,  ail these 
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schernes aim at e n s u ~ g  quaiity of a r e  by prohibiting an unacceptable levei of practice 

and promoting the a~ceptable. '~ 

(4) Modification of the Models: Matter of Feasibüity 

The advantages of the mediative-control model, however, must be balanced by 

problems with respect to its feasibility. The scientific aspects of medicine, dong with 

its uncertain nature, make the "outside" control of medical practice difficult, as 

discussed in Sections 1 and 2. Most importantly, to discipline doctors one needs 

medical lcnowledge and a sense of professional ethics to assess what the doctor did in a 

specific situation. Therefore, there needs to be a systern in which the ski11 and 

knowledge of the professionals themselves are ngorously attended to, in the officia1 

administrative procedure. With this, there is a di fference between the Canadian and 

Japanese systerns. In Canada, each province has its own delegated agency. The 

majority of them are named he College of Physicians and Surgeons. Japan has a 

centralised system of licenme, and the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW) has 

authority in the licensing and disciplining of doctors. 

In the Province of Manitoba, the regulating power is held by The College of 

Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba, the council of which consists mainly of doctors. 

According to Section 31(1) of the Medical Act (R.S.M. 1987, c. M-90), only four lay 

people are elected as mernbers of the council, which has about twenty members. This 

council wields a tremendous power over practitioners. Arnong other things, it has 

responsibility in establishing and maintaining professional standards of medical 
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practice, as well as exercising disciplinary jurisdiction over doctordO' Historically 

speaking, the College was established in 187 1, as the "Provincial Medical Board of 

Manitoba". The 1871 act did not give much power to the College for regulating the 

profession, other than the provision which prohibits medical practice without 

registering with the Board; but later amendments have increased its power"' and a 

substantial measure of the occupational control of doctors has been lefi to the College. 

This ernpowemient has enableci doctors largely to regulate themselves. 

In Japan, there is no scherne of official self-regulation by doctors. Most power 

for licensing and disciplining health care professionals is held by the Minister of Health 

and Welfare.lo3 For exarnple, Article 2 of the Medical Practitioners Law (MPL) 

provides that docton have to be licensed by the Minister afier passing the national 

Iicensure examination. In addition, paragraph 2 of Article 7 provides that the Minister 

has the power of suspending or r evobg  the licensure.'"'' This is a huge difference, at 

least apparently, fiom the Canadian systern because the Minister does not delegate his 

power to other agencies or self-governing organisations of doctors. 

There is a histoncal reason why self-regdation of doctors has not been 

established in Japan. Simply stated, there had been a conflict among doctors 

themselves before the first MPL was tegislated. The conflict was between those who 
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had been educated through apprenticeship, who had to go through a licensure 

examination, and those who had been licensed only by graduation fiom medical 

schools, especially that of the Imperia1 University of Tobo. The Medicai Practitioners 

Law was first proposed by the Tokyo Medical Association (TMA), which consisted of 

practitioners in the Tokyo area. The proposal provided that the medical association was 

to be created by statute and that doctors had to belong to the association in order to 

practice medicine.lo5 It was submitted to the Imperial Diet in 1897, but did not pass 

because of the dissolution of the House of Representatives. Even after that, the 

association was not able to pass the original proposa1 because of the opposition of a 

group of doctors who were mainly graduates of the medical school of the Imperial 

University of Tokyo. This group established the Meiji Medical Association (MMA) in 

1899. As discussed above in Section 2(2), this school was the first to teach western 

medicine, after the Meiji Restoration, and invited doctors fiom Gennany. They 

therefore had great pnde in themselves as University trained doctors, and regarded it 

unacceptable for the legislated medical association, which consisted of various doctors 

including those trained through apprenticeship, to govern the whole profession to which 

the university trained doctors aiso belonged. The counter-plan of the MMA was 

different. They intended to leave the licensing power to the Minister of Home Affairs, 

which dealt with health policy at that tirne, and to ask for authontarian control by the 

state. In the end, the k t  Medical Practitioners Law came into force in 1906, without 

any scheme for delegating the self-regulating power to doctors in general.'06 
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However, professional organisations still have significant influences at both 

formal and informa1 levels. For example, there are two major officiai councils which 

relate to the occupational control of heaith professionals: the Medicai Ethics Council 

(MEC) and the Medicai Professions Council (MPC). The MEC is a primary agency in 

the disciplinary process against incompetent doctors. Paragraph 4, Article 4 of the 

MPL requires the Minister to refer to the MEC when he suspends or revokes the license 

of a doctor. The MPC has authority, for exarnple, to research and discuss dl matters 

with respect to licenswe examinations. Cabinet orders require the attendance of the 

president of the JMA in both c o ~ n c i l s ' ~ ~  in addition, the JMA has worked as a major 

pressure goup in Japan. Thus, even in Japan where doctors are not self-regulated, they 

have a great deal of influence on the health policy which governs thcir activities. 

In these ways, there are huge differences in the systems of regulating doctors in 

Canada and Japan. Each has its own problems. A self-regulating sfiheme in Canada has 

problems of accountability. The public can never extricate themselves f?om fearing that 

they might be asking foxes to guard the hen-coop~.'~~ On the contrary, in the Japanese 

system, its bureaucratie lay control tends to be less flexible and hard to reconcile with 

the rapid evolution and improvernent of medical science. Therefore, the government 

cannot after al1 avoid heavy reliance on the councils, themselves manned by 

professionals. It is difficult to judge which system is better. However, "it seems to be 

contradictory to expect accountable doctors to be fostered under the system which 
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recognises them as unacc~untable"'~~ to the public, as in Japan. Therefore, it would be 

desirable to leave the regulating power to the professionals, if the functioning of the 

regulating body c m  be established in a way that is accountable to the p~bl ic . ' '~  

Section 4 : The Rote of Public Health lasurance 

This section discusses public health insurance schernes, in ternis of legd 

implications. The mediative-control mode1 o d y  concentrates on the quality control of 

the supply side. That would be enough in the case of govemmentally operated health 

care services like the National Health Service in the U.K.. However, if health care 

services are provided by the pnvate sector, patients still have to "buy" the services each 

time they becorne ill. More concretely, the quality of the health a r e  service itself can 

be maintained with the mediative-control modei, but there is no guarantee that the 

patient can afford the services when al1 is said and done. Moreover, "[llicensing tends 

to drive up pnces, not only by restricting the supply of practitioners, but also by 

increasing the costs of obtaining or maintaining a license." ' " Therefore, the next duty of 

the state is to make the health care services affordable to evexyone, especially in a fee- 

for-services systern. 

In addition, it has to be noted that the need for health care is unpredictable by 

nature. It is not practical to suppose that the patient can wait until a satisfactory level of 

care is available for the amount of money one can pay, considering the patient's risk in 

delaying the treatment. Therefore, some scheme of hedging the risk is needed, as well 

as making health care generally affordable. 
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One measure apt to fùlfil these requirernents is insurance by pnvate companies. 

Such an arrangement c m  hedge the risk of massive spending for unpredictable health 

care needs, and will also save those people who could not realistically pay for the 

service without insurance. However, private insutance bas a fatal flaw called "adverse 

selection." Simply put, it refers to the situation in which the profit motive of an 

insurance company and the interest of low-risk groups tend to exclude high-risk groups 

from the insurance scheme. The insurance company decides the rates of prernium and 

benefit for the insured by considering their nsk of becomhg ill. Therefore, the low-risk 

group, usually the nch, can pay l e s  if they can exclude the high-risk group, usually the 

poor. In rd- l i fe  settings, this situation will encourage the low-risk group to quit 

membership in the insurance plan which insures the high-risk group. If this happens, 

the hi&-risk group has no choice but to form its own insurance group which will 

inevitably pay a higher rate of premium."* Such a tendency could make private health 

insurance unaffordable to the high-risk group. This is totally incompatible with the 

initial aim of health insurance. 

So, how can this flaw of private insurance be fixed? One direct way is the 

introduction of legislated public insurance. The problem of adverse selection is sohed 

when everyone is legally required to join the insurance scheme regardless of the amount 

of prernium or benefit. Then, there is no room for adverse selection. In this way, 

legislation for public health insurance imposes on everyone the duty to join that 

insurance scheme. For example, Canada and Japan boast their "universal" health care 
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insurance schemes. This universality means that everyone can receive benefit tiom the 

insurance, while at the same time everyone has a legal duty to join the insurance 

scheme even if he does not want to, because the rate of benefit seems less than 

favourable to him. In this way, the law, as a manifestation of state coercion, works for 

the sake of collective public welfare."" 

There are two significant characteristics of  public health insurance with respect 

to controlling medical practice. First, alongside the introduction of the insurance 

scheme, medicai practice has been traasformed into a more fomalised activity than 

before. Second, fiom the viewpoint of the state, the introduction of public health 

insurance has enabled the state to intervene in the heaith w e  field more flexibly than 

with purely legal control. These two factors have given to the state a more powerfül 

tool of control, thus strengthening the mediaîive control of medical practice. 

First, it should be noted that the existence of an itemised list of medical 

practices, especially for the fee-for-servi~e'~~ payment method, tends to narrow the 

room for doctors' legitimate discretion because, by this itemisation, medical practice 

becomes a more formalised activity. The doctor can choose the alternatives in the 

itemised list of insured services, but cannot resort to other alternatives if she wants to be 

114 It mut  be noted that, in many provinces in CanaAa_ funding for public health insurance is mainly 
from general tax revenue, not fkom prerniums. 
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paid for the service fiom the insurer. Importantly, this system is convenient for the 

govemment. It is less interventionist, at least in principle, than legal control, which 

formally "prohibits" a certain practice; the govemment just says it does not pay for it. 

Ho wever, especiall y under the scheme of universal health insurance, l6 such 

non-payment is a serious matter for doctors. Also, this formalised style of practice 

enables routine inspection by the governent  fiom the viewpoint of administration, 

accounting and payment. 

Moreover, the control of medicine through public insurance can be more 

flexible than legal control fiom the viewpoint of the state, while it is more formalised 

from the viewpoint of health care professionals. In essence, the legal aspect. of medical 

practice control largely corne fiom interventions of the state as a third party. The state 

intervenes in medical practice passively (judges) or actively (legislators and 

bureaucrats). In either case, the state is after d l  the third party because it does not have 

any direct interests in the specific cases. Rather, it has to be involved in affairs in a 

detached and impartial manner, examining the claims of everyone involved. Even 

when the state intervenes actively with its own policy goals, its discretion in doing so is 

restricted by legal principles. This impartiality of the state is the primary aspect of 

medical practice controlled by law. 

However, the introduction of a public health insurance scheme has changed the 

situation greatly. Simply put, in Canada, "the 'monopsony' power of govemments as 
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sole buyers of medical care senices in Canadian medicare increasingly confm power 

over service provision."'" Evans elaborates the situation as follows: 

In essence, a system of universal coverage uses the public sector as a sort of 
'consuma' ço-operative,' a collective organisation with which to bargain with 
providers and their organisations on behalf of al1 users collectively, not just 
those with few resources or exceptional needs. This 'consumers' CO-operative' 
equalizes the bargaining power, comparecl with the situation in which 
individuals confiont professionals directly, and thus permits the community to 
hold down the share of its income which it must make over to pro vider^."^ 

Evans examines the issue only fiom the financial point of view; however, the quality of 

medical care sewice in return for payment is also an important aspect included in the 

Evans analysis. in other words, introduction of public health insurance is another 

measure to correct the imbalance between the doctor and the patient. The state 

becomes the largest, the most powerful "consumer" and negotiates with doctors (i-e., 

doctors' organisations). This conversion of the role of the state is significant to the 

difference between "dyad" and "triad" relationships, discussed above. Narnely, the state 

finds itself less obliged continually to justiQ itself, or to refer to fixed norms, in order 

to control medical practice. When the state is in the position of the third party, it is 

necessary to resort to some kind of nom. However, the conversion of its role into that 

of the second party enables the state to behave more like a consumer. Although it has 

to negotiate with doctors organisations collectively as the govemment, and its position 

is apparently different fiom that of an individual consumer, there is less necessity to 

apply fixed norms or phciples. It becomes more like cornpetition between interests; 
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and the state can pursue its own policy goal more actively, in order to have doctors 

work more with less expense. 

Section 5 : Quality vs. Efficiency, Individuality vs. Collectivity 

With the mediative-control model, discussed in Section 3, the state can maintain 

the health of the nation collectively through ensuring accessibility to a desirable level of 

health care, by precluding the unacceptable level. The effect of this scheme of control 

is reinforced with the introduction of public health insurance, which collectively 

guarantees that everyone can afford to receive the acceptable level of health a r e .  

These seern to be good measures for the sake of national welfare. Unfortunately, such 

schemes are not without flaws. More importantly, the flaws of public health insurance 

are becoming more and more influential in the actual setting of policy-making. This 

Section examines these flaws and their legal implications. 

What problems are actually presenting themselves with respect to the public 

health insurance scherne? First of d l ,  a major trigger of the problems is rising health 

care spending in each nation. Canada presently pays 10.1 % of its Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) for health  are.''^ This is equivalent to each Canadian paying 10.1 % of 

his/her income for health care. To make things worse, this figure threatens to go up 

further and faster because of the size of the aging population, improvernent of 

expensive medical technology, and systern personnel costs. Therefore, it is a logical 

response for the nation to try to pay as little as possible for the additional cost of health 

care services, or even reduce the payment. 

- 
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by the notion that there is a limit to the acceptable amount of resources in society which 

can be spent for maintaining health.120 This view is amenable to the notion of public 

health insurance, which makes it possible to control spending for health care services 

collectively. Thus, there is a trend toward pursuing the "efficiency" of health are 

services collectively, in other words, for trying to pay for health case services as 

parsimoniousiy as possible. "' 
This concern for efficiency in the health care system directly collides with the 

quality of care in some aspectdu and with an inherent problem of medical practice 

control. Importantly, cost constraint could prevent a certain form of rnedical practice, 

which is technically verified to irnprove the quality of care, fiom being employed in the 

actual practice of medicine because of economic con~traint . '~  in other words, there 

appear to be situations where the doctor's discretion, or clinical judgment, substantially 

collides with the economic considerations which concern hospitai administration or the 

insurer of the public health insurance scheme. In that case, which path should the 
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doctor take in order to avoid being subjected to legai liability: to stick to her own 

clinical judgrnent or to obey the decision of health administrators or insurance 

companies? 

In that situation, there are some theoretical bases for providi~g the patient with a 

legal remedy if the doctor's deference to the econornic considerations of hospital 

administration produce a bad consequence for the patient: breach of the duty of m e ,  

fiduciary duty, or sometimes the law of infomed consent. The doctor could be judged 

to have breached his duty of care when, for example, because of economic 

considerations, he did not prescrïbe dnig A, which is more effective than drug B. Or, 

he might be accused of having breached his duty as fiduciary, discussed above in 

Section I . He might even be open to legal censure because he did not tell the patient of 

any alternative which she would reasonably have needed to k n ~ w . ' ~ ~  However, there is 

an obstacle which prevents the plaintiff-patient fkom winning the lawsuit: proof of 

causation-in-fact. In al1 three cases. the plaintiff has to prove, on a balance of 

probabilities, that the doctofs breach of duty caused the patient's non-improvement of a 

condition which would have been improved if the breach of duty had not occurred. 

Such proof is difficult because the improvernent of medicine is incremental in most 

cases. Therefore, it is a rare chance that the difference between drugs A and B will 

make a statistically large difference in the recovery rate. Therefore, in the world of law 

where the decision is usually made by dichotomy (see Section 2, where the adjudicative 
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perspective in se t îhg  a dispute is discussed), the patient's success in suing would be 

unfortunately rare. 

Such hypothetical questions, though they have signifiant implications, are only 

now beginning to be brought into court in However, there is an instructive 

decision in a case in California which deals with the question between doctors and a 

third-party payer of health insurance. In Wicklne v. State of C~lifornia,'~' a patient of 

Le Riche's Syndrome was discharged fiom the hospital earlier than the medicaily 

required period because of the administrative judgment of Medi-Cal, the public heaith 

insurance scheme in California. Because of the early discharge, the patient's leg had to 

be amputated. She sued Medi-Cal, not the treating doctors, and recovered in the trial 

court. However, the decision was overtumed in the Cdifomia Court of Appeal, which 

held that the doctors were responsible for the result because they could have challenged 

the decision of Medi-Cal administration with their expert knowledge. The court clearly 

declared that "it is essential that cost limitation programs not be pennitted to corrupt 

medical j~dgment . " '~~  This part of the decision is arguably obiter, and this is not a 

Canadian case, but Wickline gives valuable guidance for doctors in the conduct of their 

practice. lZ9 
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Lastly, this issue of efficiency must be discussed from the viewpoint of policy- 

makers designing legal ûameworks. To do so, an inherent problem in any public health 

insurance scheme must be clarifieà: the "collective" nature of public health insurance is 

not easily reconcilable with the "individual" nature of medical practice. In other words, 

the state has forcibly employed methodologically collective measwes in order to solve 

es sentiall y individual problems. Pub1 ic health insurance aims at ensuring the 

reasonable quality and affordability of health care collectively. This policy goal 

benefits the poor, vulnerable and less infomed because they, without pnvate health 

insurance, would not be able to receive an acceptable quality of care which is also 

reasonably affordable. However, the nature of medical practice is originally 

"individual," not "collective." It is not what doctors do to patients collectively, but what 

a doctor does to a patient indi~idually."~ Also, as discussed above, the "quality" of 

medical practice is not measureà by collective figures such as infant mortaiity rates but 

is based on the result or process of the individual treatment. Therefore, fiom the 

viewpoint of the state, the collective way of ensuring health is unavoidably like an 

allocation of a certain fixed amount of resources for heaith care services. However, 

fkom the viewpoint of the individual patient, the amount of resources used for his 

individual treatment should be decided by his individual ne&, not by the amount of 

resources allocated by the state. Thus, there is an inevitable conflict or tension between 

collectivity and individuality in ensuring the quality of care through public health 

insurance. 

The conflict between clinical judgment and economic constraints must also be 

understood in the sarne context. In other words, a raising of the qudity of care, which 
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has an essentially individual naturey is prevented nom being pursued limitlessly, under 

the scheme of public health inswance, because the amount of resources which can be 

utilised is finite from the viewpoint of the state. However, considering the initial aim of 

the public health insurance scheme, which was supposed to have been designed for 

maintaining individual quality of care, this conclusion is also unacceptable. To put this 

another way, as long as health care insurance is intended to serve the "collective" needs 

of the people, it would be unjustifiable to defer continually to clinical judgment and 

take a spare-no-expense approach in treating "individual" patients. However, it is also 

unjustifiable to defer completely to econornic considerations of hospital management 

because medical practice is, in the final analysis, for the individual patient. What, then, 

can we do? 

This problem is analogous to that presented by waiting lists for heaith care 

service. Because of cost contaiment, the number of operations or opportunities for 

major treatment is ofien restricted. Consider an example fiom Alberta, where 

"privatisation" of health care services is more vigorously promoted than in any other 

Canadian province. There, an ophthalrnologist may charge patients, in the name of a 

"facility fee," 9 1,275 for cataract surgery on one eye. This is about 1.5 times as much 

as what the provincial govemment pays. However, there are a considerable number of 

people willing to pay that much money, even if they do not have to do so if they are 

prepared to wait for months or even years for the operation.13' 

When this case is considered against the wnfiict between c l in id  judgment and 

economic considerations, the publidpnvate mix could be one solution to the problern. 

It would be desirable to decide the extent to which public insurance should maintain 
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quality collectively, and l ave  the extent of individual, personally perceiveci needs to 

the private sector where the patient has to pay out of pocket. In other words, 

"objective" needs can be tiilfilled by public insurance, while "subjective" wants wiil be 

left to the private sector, govemed by the modified laissez-faire model or the 

laissez-faire model. It is tme that drawing a line between public and private burdens is 

often difficult, even virtually impossible to achieve perfectiy. Also, this masure again 

causes problems inherent in the modified laissez-faire model or the laissez-faire model, 

as discussed above in Section 3. However, as long as the discrepancy exists between 

the collective approach of public health insurance and the individuai nature of medical 

practice, it would be the most justifiable approach fiom the viewpoint of policy-making. 

By the sarne token, the clinical judgment of medical professionals for improvhg 

the quality of patient treatment should not be obstructed; only the additional cost which 

cannot be covered by public insurance should be paid by the patient out of pocket. This 

again raises the problem of affordability.13* That said, it seems clear that the resolution 

of these tensions as to whether the policy-makers, in allocating the burden between the 

public and the private, have created an objectively fair fee structure can only be 

achieved or determined in the context of the poli t id process, rather than through 

judicial redress. The common law judges will use administrative law principles to 

intervene and quash unfair decisions in individual cases that is, unfair applications of 

prevailing policies to individuals. But equally clearly, the judges have made it plain 

that they do not see it a part of their role to second-guess govemmental policy-making 

at any level. That, Say the cowts, would usurp fwictions delegated by the legislature to 
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others. Govenimentai decisions and actions are cmently analyseci by the courts, both 

in England and Canada, and dissected into their "policy" (i.e., discretionary) and 

"operational" components. The courts will not label as actionably negligent any 

governrnental activity in the policy sphere, unless it is (a) outside the s a p e  of the 

governmental agency legal authority; or, (b) represents a failure to address a question of 

policy, rather than the adoption of an apparently unwise one; or, (c) rather dubiously 

perhaps, where the policy decision is wholly unreasonable and indefensible on rational 

g r o ~ n d s . ' ~ ~  However, once governmental action passes 6.om the policy or discretionary 

phase into the operational (i.e., actual implementation) stage, the courts will be far more 

ready to attach negligence liability to those who cause h m  by careless acts or 

omissions. It seems plain that most complaints relating to the supposedly unfair denial 

of publicly financed health a r e  will be directed against the unfairness of the policy 

itselc and with such complaints, the judga will usually decline to deal. Dissatisfaction 

with the level and allocation of public health financing will therefore have to find 

redress through the political process - in the last resort, at the ballot box. 

133 in England and in Ca- the leading case and focal point of reference on these issues is Anm v. 
Merlon London Borough Council, El9781 A.C. 728; adopted and explaineci in a sequence of cases in the 
Supreme Court of CanaAsi. notably Just v. British Columbia, [1989] 2 S.C.R 1228; Brown v. Brithh 
Columbin, [ 19943 19 C.C.L.T. (2d) 268; and Swinarner v. Nova Scofia 119941 19 C.C.L.T. (2d) 233. 



CEIAPTER 2: EXAMPLES OF CONTROLLING MEDICAL PRACTICE 

This chapter deals with two examples of medical practice control by the state: 

medical licensure and the legal duties of doctors. The former primarily relates to the 

legislative function of the state, while the latter relates to its judicial hc t ion.  Both are 

directed to ensuring the quality of medical practice. Licensing of medical professions is 

an initial measure to ensure the q d i t y  of medical practice. This entry control into the 

medical care market helps to ensure high competence in the profession as a basis for 

high quality medical practice. I W  However, the presence of enough knowledge and ski11 

does not necessarily translate into proper medical care in every case; complacency, 

ovexwork, laziness, greed and other emotional factors may prevent professionais fkom 

always practicing according to acceptable That is where the judicial 

sanction of civil and aiminal liabilities works as a tool for quality assurance. Unlike 

licensing and discipline, which have evolved fiom medieval guilds to the recent 

ernpowerment of self-regulated licensing authorities, the judicial sanction over the 

professions has long been a primary method for public intervention in the quality 

assurance of medical practice. The purposes of the judiciai sanction are different fiom 

those of administrative discipline, namel y, punishment of the professional (especiall y in 

the rarely used criminal liability) and compensation by way of damages (civil liability). 

Both have the sarne motivational effect on professionals that administrative discipline 

does: to act competently and ethicall y. 
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This chapter examines these two signi ficant systems of quality control, 

comparing the Canadian and Japanese systems. The focus is on doctors. because they 

are still the primary professionals in the health care field. However, other professionals 

are also discussed because the same theoretid and procedural approaches can be 

applied to their situations. Section 1 will discuss the licensure of health professionals, 

rationales for prohibiting medical practice and the actual applications of licensure. 

Section 2 examines the legal duties of doctors; these are presented with reference to 

legal precedents both in Canada and Japan, supplernented in Japan by legislated duties. 

Section 1: Licensure and Prohibition of Medical Practice 

In order to secure quality control of medical practice, it is initially important to 

prohibit such practice by non-licemees who cannot be officially guaranteed to be 

competent enough to practice. However, this approach is fraught with difficult 

problems because the scope of prohibited practice cannot be decided easily and needs to 

be justified objectively, case by case. More importantly, as modem society ensures the 

fieedom to pursue one's own gwd by engaging in any occupation one chooses, any 

such prohibition of medical practice must be carefully constructed in order not to 

hamper unjustifiably that fieedom to work. 

The definition of medical practice must be discussed fiom the two separate 

perspectives that are wilhin the words "medical" and "practice". The former relates back 

to the discussion in Chapter 1. The aim of maintainhg the quality of medical practice 

must be materialised by defïning the word "medical," as directly related to the scope of 

practice that non-licensees are prohibited from doing. By contrast, the latter definition 



of "practice" has differing implications. It relates to rather technical mattas that can be 

questioned in courts. However, it dso  relates in a significant way to policy goals in 

controlling medical practice, as discussed below. This section focuses on those issues 

and examines one signifiant precedent decided by the Supreme Court of Japan, a case 

which illustrates issues such as the discrepancy between the policy-making and 

adjudicating fùnctions of the state. 

Before going into detailed discussion, the general definitions of "medical 

practice" in each country must be made clear. In the Province of Manitoba, according 

to the Medical Act (R.S.M. 1987, c. M-90.), medical practice is defined as "the carrying 

on for hire, gain, or hope of gain or reward, either directly or indirectly, of the healing 

art or any of its branches." Also, Section 15 r ads  "[n]0 person shall practice medicine 

in the province unless he holds a cwent  license to practice, and then only to such 

extent as is d e h e d  in or authorized by the license." In Japan, Article 17 of the Medical 

Practitioners Law (Law # 201 of 1948, hereinafter MPL) prohibits Igyo (literally, 

medical practice), stating "those who are not medicai doctors shall not conduct medical 

practice." Surprisingly enough, there is no provision which defines the words "medical 

practice," let alone its specifications. With reference to the general definition by the 

Ministry of Health and Welfare, "medical practice" would be defined as al1 kinds of 

conduct, done with the intent of repetition, which is or can be harmful to a human body 

if not done with the medical judgment and ski11 possessed by medical do~tors."~ These 

literal differences in provisions between the two countries must be discussed in more 

detail. 
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(1) What is "medical"? 

First, the definition of the adjective "medid" must be determineci because it is 

the original reason why such practice must be prohibited to non-licensees. This 

definition decides the scope of practice assigned to doctors. It also clarifies the 

limitations imposed on non-licensees in doing similar works. How do both countries 

define it, in the light of its medical and legal implications? 

First, section 2-(1) of the Medical Act of Manitoba defines details of the s a p e  

of practice as follows: 

"2(1) Without restricting the generality of the definition of practice of 
medicine, a person shall be deemed to be practicing medicine within the 
meaning of the Act who 
"(a) by advertisernent, sign, or statement of any kind, written or oral, 
alleges or implies or states that he is, or holds himself out as being, 
qualifiai, able or willing, to diagnose, prescribe for, prevent, or treat, 
any human disease, ailment, deformity, defect, or injury, or to perform 
any operation or surgery to remedy any human disease, ailment, 
deformity, defect, or injury, or to examine or advise upon the phys id  or 
mental condition of any person; or 
"(b) diagnoses, or offers to diagnose, or attempts by any means 
whatsoever to diagnose, any human disease, ailment, deformity, defect, 
or injury, or who examines or advises upon, or off= to examine or 
advise upon, the physical or mental condition of any person; or 
"(c) prescribes or administers any drugs, serum, medicine, or any 
substance or remedy, whether for the cure, treatment, or prevention, of 
any human disease, ailment, deformity, defect, or injury; or 
"(d) prescribes or administers any treatment, or performs any operation 
or manipulation, or applies any apparatus or appliaace, for the cire, 
treatment, or prevention, of any human disease, ailment, deformity, 
defect, or injury, or acts as a midwife; or 
"(e) acts as the assistant or associate of any person who practicm 
medicine as herein set out." 

These provisions are not exactly congruent with the word "medical"; however, 

apparently the word "medical" is recognised with reference to the contents of activities 



which are usually done by doctors. The definition is itemised as much as possible, thus 

making the provisions rather çomplicated but ofléring many clues that non-licensees 

c m  refer to in rehining fiom performing acts which are harmfùl when done without 

that measure of cornpetence which is prerequisite to a license."' 

By contrast, in Japan there is no provision in MPL which defines the word 

"medical," or even "practice". The Ministry of Health and Welfare [HMW] explains 

that it is virtually impossible to define the contents of medical practice precisely 

because it is constantly changing. Thus, the specification of the word "medical" has 

inevitably been left to Iegal precedents in the courts and to the officia1 interpretation of 

the MHW in individual cases."' Most specifications are the same as such items in the 

Medical Act as diagnosis, and pre~cription."~ in more specific cases, eye exams (Ishu 

426, 1 954), ear piercing ( I j i  123, 1972) and permanent electric depilation (Iji 69, l984), 

have been designated as acts of medicine by the MHW.la In the legal precedents, for 

exarnple, inquiries as to symptoms and the taking of medical histories, for the 

preparation of "fast therapy", have been judged to be acts of medicine.14' 

There is a signifiant difference between Canada and Japan in defining the word 

"medical". Under the Japanese system, a certain type of conduct might be impugned as 

carrying on medical practice, even if it is formally irrelevant to what doctors usually do. 
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For example, there was a case in which a uack was found guilty of violating the MPL, 

even though what he had done was exîremely sirnilar to massage, which is usually not 

regarded as an act of medicine. It was held that a certain act is judged to be an act of 

medicine when its substantial nsk is raised to a level that ody doctors can properly 

handle, even if the treatment is done by way of rnas~aging."~ This precedent indicates 

that, in Japan, what is punished as medical practice is not pnmarily acts that are usually 

done by doctors, but acts that cany substantial risk and cannot be handled without the 

skill and knowledge of doctors. This makes the defmition of "medical" include more 

acts of medicine-related practices. By contrast, in Canada the dennition of "medical" is 

interpreted sûictly. For example, in the Alberta case of R v. W~ng, '~ '  an acupuncturist 

accused of practicing medicine was held not guilty because acupuncture was not 

literally prohibited by Section 64 (l)(a) of the Medical Profession Act (Alta.). In the 

verdict, the judge concentrated on the literal diffemce between "medicine" and 

"acupuncture," and did not consider the substantial risk inherent in acupuncture to 

signifL something only doctors should handle. This attitude of the judge made him 

interpret the meaning of "medical" narrowly. This difference of interpretation between 

the two countries is rooted in fundamental differences in their respective goals for 

medical licensure, which are discussed below . 14' 

Lastly, with respect to defining the word "medical," the strategy recently 

employed in Ontario has to be mentioned. In the preceding system of medical 
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licensure, the scope of practice directly meant an area of monopoly enjoyed by the 

profession. The result of the system had been "the granting of unnecessarily wide and 

ill-defined rnon~polies."'~~ That situation was beneficial to professionals themselves, 

but not to the public. Therefore, the new regulating systern of Ontario ernploys a 

three-tier systern. First, the scope of practice for each profession is decided by 

descnbing the content, method, and purpose of their actual practice. The key point is 

that the scope is not linked to licensure. At the second tier, twelve individual acts, such 

as "communicating a diagnosis iden t img a disease or disorder as the cause of a 

person's syrnptoms," or "administerïng a substance by injection or inhalation,"'" are 

defined in the Medicine Act of 1991 (R.S.O., 1991 ., c. 30). They are defined as 

"licensed acts," and the items (or a part of the items) are assigned to each profession 

according to their scope of practice. The third tier is for pre-empting non-licensees 

fiom doing possibly n s k y  acts, even though they are not in the list of licensed acts."' 

Similar strategies are seen in some of the laws in lapan,'" but Ontario has proceeded 

further. This new regulating system in Ontario is not a substantial and complete 

change, because the fact remains that the licensed acts and monopoly of practice wouid 

be the same. There is after al1 a discrepancy between what is defined in the regdation 
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and what must be prohibited as having a substantial nsk.'" However, that system has 

fiuther clarifiai what is "medical" practice and what other non-licensees can do, or 

cannot do, when they are engaged in medicine-related occupations such as folk 

medicine. In addition, the defined scope of "practice" will facilitate quality assurance 

of the services without creating an unnecessary monopoly of practice. 

(2) What is "practice"? 

The next question in deciding the scope of medical practice is the definition of 

the noun "practice." This question is u s d l y  raised in courts, in the form of questions 

with regard to evidence. However, this issue is essentially related to the basic concept 

of prohibiting rnedicai practice, and thus is very important. There is a huge discrepancy 

on these matta between the systems in Canada and in Japan. in the following, the 

repetitiveness of acts, and of reward, or hope of reward, are examined as elernents of 

"practice. " ' 'O  

(a) Repetitiveness of Acts 

In Canada, being accused of "practicing" medicine has required actual repetition 

of acts. This precedent dates back to the English cases. in The Apothecaries Company 

v. Jone~,'~~ the defendant was accused of treating three patients separately in the sarne 

day, but the court denied that three offences had separately taken place.ls2 Mr. Justice 
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Hawkins wrote: "To "practice" a calling does not mean to exercise it upon an isolated 

occasion, but to exercise it fiequently, customarily, or habitually," and "though it is true 

each individual act would afford cumulative evidence ofpractising, yet bare proof of 

one individual act would not of itself amount to a "practi~ing.""'~~ This precedent was 

quoted in the Ontario case of Regina v. Kheian,'Y which accused a woman of 

practicing midwifq,  a procedure prohibited by the provincial Medical Act. Other 

cases have followeù these precedent~."~ Thus, in Canada, the word "practice" has long 

signified objective repetition of acts of medicine. 

Such precedents fit into the literal interpretation of the word "practice." 

However, this requirement of objective repetition raises other questions. Does the 

practice have to be done on different persons to be recognised as repetition?lS6 How 

much time is needed between the first act and the second act in order for them to be 

separate acts, not the repetition of an act? Also, the defhition cm be impractical in 

protecting the public nom lowquality medicine; punïshing even a single act and 

pre-empting the next is beneficial for protecting the public nom the risk of receiving 

health care of dubious quality. Therefore, it is no wonder that the legislatures of the 

provinces have added a provision stating that proof of one single act of medicine is 

enough to accuse the uacks. For example, Section 70 of the Medical Act in Manitoba 

reads: "In any prosecution under this Act, it is sufficient proof of an offence under this 

Act if it is proved that the accused has done or co~nrnitted a single act of unlicensed 
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practice, or has wmrnitted on one occasion any of the acts prohibited by this Act." 

Thus, in Canada, it is now possible to accuse the offender when he commits one 

offence. 

The precedents in Japan in that regard are based on a diffefent conception of 

"practice." They had been similar to the Canadian precedents until the beginning of the 

twentieth century, but they were overtaken in 1916 by the judgment of the Supreme 

Court, IS7 saying that "practice" only means to perform acts of medicine with the intent 

of repetiti~n.'~' This means that in Japan the actuai acts of practice do not necessarily 

have to be repeated for the accused to be brought into court.'59 This precedent has been 

followed by later judgments.'* Thus, unlike Canada, there has been no need to 

legistate this matter in Japan. 

O>) Reward, or Hope of Reward 

Medical practice is done by doctors as a forrn of health care service. Obviously, 

it is ofien the case that doctors receive some retum, usually money, for their s d c e s .  It 

follows that this return can be one key component of medical practice. However, 

conceptions on the necessity of this "return" are totally different as between Canada and 

Japan. 

In Canada, precedents require a showing of reward or hope of reward as a 

prerequisite for prohibiting medical practice. In the Saskatchewan case of Regina v. 

-- -- 
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Ornav~wski,'~' the defendant, instead of the doctor for whom he was working, assisted 

a woman just afler labour, and later examinai anouier patient and presçribed medicine. 

However, he was held not guilty because he did not charge for his conduct nor had he 

any hope of reward. The judge clearly said "1 think 1 am entitled to find these two 

instances did amount to practicing medicine. The accused was more than a mere 

messenger. But the charge is "for h o p  of r e~a rd . " " '~~  Thus, it has been established 

that such reward or hope of reward must be proved in order to punish a non-licensee 

who has practiced medicine, because the Medicai Act in Manitoba requires conduct "for 

hire, gain, or hope of gain or reward" as a prerequisite of that prohibited "medical 

practice." 

The precedents in Japanese courts are totally different. In the above mentioned 

19 16 decision of the Supreme Court, it is the intent of repetition that turns acts of 

medicine into "medical practice" in Japan. It obviously follows that reward or hope of 

reward is not required to punish non-licensees practicing medicine. For example, the 

Sendai High Cowt in 1953, in which the defendant appealed the decision of a district 

court asserting that there was no evidence that he had charged for the treatment he had 

practised, held that the "medical practice" in Article 17 of the MPL need not be with 

reward or hope of reward, because the meaning of "practice" is deked  with reference 

only to the intent of repetition. '" 
(3) Safety of the Public vs. Interests of the Profession 
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The above discussion reveals significant differences in medical licensure, or 

prohibition of medical practice, between Canada and Japan: the scope of prohibited 

"medical" practice, the requirement of actual repetition and of reward or hope of reward 

in defining "medical practice." What do the differences signie? 

First, they reflect the original aims of medical licensure which are, at least 

officially, partly different as between Canada and Japan. Simply put, medical licensure 

is devised more to protect the profession in Canada, and more the general public in 

Japan. In Canada, in Re: Ontario Medicol ~ c t , ' ~  the Lieutenant-Governor-in Council 

refmed the definition of medical practice, within the meaning of Section 49 of the 

Ontario Medicd Act [R.S.O., 1897, c. 1761, to the Ontario Court of Appeal. In the 

decision, Garrow, J.A. stated: 

[i]f the interests of the public had been the main consideration, as 
contended, the prohibition would scarcely have been confined to 
practising for hire, gain, or hope of reward, and some exception might in 
that case have been expected in the case of a practitioner with 
undoubted learning and skill, such for instance as an eminent physician 
fiom foreign countries. '" 

This was cited in the above mentioned case of Regina v. Wong. The judge clearly 

stated that the legal prohibition of medical practice should be lirnited because "[tlhe 

prime object of the legislation was the 'protection of the monopoly of practising, and 

not the protection of the public against the quacks or ~nregistered.""~~ On the contrary, 

in Japan, there have been no such opinions, though protecting the profession, in terms 

of their excIusive scope of practice, is an inevitable consequence of medical licensure. 

1 64 
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In Japan, the following is ihe typical notion about the phibition ofmedical practiceto non-licaiseps: 

Medicine needs highly specialized knowledge and technique. It is hazardous to 
the life and health of the nation if a person without enough medical knowledge 
practices medicine. Therefore, it is a duty of the state, which ensures the 
nation nght to health, to avoid this hazard and establish the system of proper 
health care delive~y.'~' 

This notion indicates the difference of the original aim in prohibiting medical practice. 

Although recent proposals for reforming the heaith care system in Canada have 

declared that the primary object of medical licensure is protecting the public,'" it is an 

undeniable fact that the element of protecting the professionals has been one of the aims 

of medical licensure in Canada- The continuhg requirernent of "for hire, gain, or hope 

of gain or reward" in the Medical Act would be the best exarnple, which also points to 

other substantial differences in the actual interpretation of laws prohibi ting medical 

practice. ' " 

(3) Public Regdation vs. Constitutional Rights: A Case in Japan 

In Canada, the purpose of the medical licensure to protect the profession is a 

reason why related provisions should be strictly interpreted. In the case of Japan, this 

limitation of medical licensure cornes fiom another reason: the right to choose one's 

own occupation, which is assurai in Article 22 of the Constitution of Japan. The 

Supreme Court of Japan delivered a judgment about the medical licenswe system in 

1960.170 This did not deal exactly with medical practice; the issue was about 

quasi-medical practice,"' which was regulated by the Law for Massage Practitioners, 
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Acupuncturists, Moxacauterists, etc, (Law #2 17 of 1947, hereinafter LMAM). The title 

was "the Law for Massage Practitioners, Acupuncturists, Moxacauterists, Judo 

Therapists, etc." when this case was brought into, and decided by, the court."' 

Ho wever, the decision has been influential in addressing O ther legislation concerning 

the health professions. Therefore, this section of the papa examines this precedent 

extensive1 y. 

Article 12 of the LMAM reads that no one except doctors, massage therapists, 

acupuncturists, moxacautarists and judo therapists shail engage in quasi-medical 

practice. In the case, a man who had been a medical orderly in WorId War II was 

prosecuted for violating the LMAM because repeatedly, and without any license, he 

used a machine which emitted high-fiequency current for the puipose of treating 

patients."' In the appeal to the Supreme Court, he claimed that Article 12 of LMAM 

was void because it violated Article 22 of the Constitution of Japan, which reads 

"[elvery person shall have fieedom to choose and change his residence and to choose 

his occupation to the extent that it does not interfere with the public welfare." 

In this case, the Supreme Court judged as follows: First, the provisions of the 

LMAM, like those of other laws, have to be interpreted according to the principles 

evident in the Constitution. Article 22 pennits restricting the tieedom to choose one's 

medicine-related practice including massage therapy or other individually legislated licensed practice. 
Elecmc therapy does not fd l  anywhere under the scope of legally licensed practices, so technicaily the 
defendant should have had the license of a doctor to practice, such as electric therapy, without any fear of 
prosecution. 
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"Etc." refers, in this title, to other quasi-medical practitioners which the LMAM prohibited, but a 
speciai moratorium was given to those who had aiready been practicing before the legislation of the 
LMAM and filed hisher contents of work through the procedure definai by the LMAM [art. 12-2, 
paragraph 1 .] In addition, facility requirements for the practice an also dcfmed in the LMAM. They are, 
different fiom the title in English, expresscd as O (which means litcrally tc. in the tiîie written in 
Japanese. 
in 

There is no material to show why the dcfmdant was not accused of practicing medicine, rather 
than quasi-medicine. 



occupation if it interferes with the public welfare. It follows that the scope of 

prohibition in Article 12 of the LMAM should cover only practices which interfere with 

the public welfare; specifically the practices should not only faIl under the category of 

quasi-medical practice but also carry an actual risk of hann to patients. Thus, the 

Supreme Court overturned the decision of the lower court and ordered it to examine the 

case again in ternis of the actual risk of the electric t h e r a ~ y . ' ~ ~  

This judgment was not unanirnous. There were two major rasons for dissent. 

Judge Tanaka opposed on the ground that the a h  of Article 12 is to prohibit acts which 

apparently fa11 under the category of quasi-medical practice, regardless of their actual 

risk of harm to patients, because the "nsk of haming" depends on the condition of the 

patient as well as on the method of the therapy. He held that one of the fiinctions of law 

is to prohibit the whole category of practice in that case, for the sake of the public 

~e l fa re . "~  Judge Ishizaka pointeci out the nsk of losing the opportunity to receive 

"normal," licensed medical treatment, even if the practice in question carries no actual 

risk in i t~elf ."~ 

This discrepancy between the majority judgment and the objections in the 

Supreme Court refiects conflict between the adjudicative perspective and the 

enddmeans perspective. The dominant opinion simply comparai the provisions in the 

LMAM, regarding public safety, and those of the Constitution, regarding the right to 

choose one's occupation, and judged that the latter was more significant as a matter of 

course. This is obviously a "legai" way of thinking, or an adjudicative perspective. 
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Conflicting values were wmpared and one of them chosen in the light of certain noms: 

in this case, the supremacy of the Constitution over ordinary iegislation. By contrast, 

the dissenting opinions reflect the ends/means perspective; the dissenting judges 

acknowledged the significance of the end, to ensure public safety î?om quackery, and 

regarded the legislation as one of the means, to have a wider area of prohibited 

practice."' It is also noted that the laîter perspective accords with that of the 

policy-making fûnctions of the state. Thus, this discrepancy presents a good example 

of conflicting perspectives in the legal control of medical practice, as well as the 

difficulty in designing a legal system which is fully compatible with both 

perspectives. "' 
Section 2 : Legal Duties of Doctors 

Judicial sanctions that apply to wrongdoing doctors, based on criminal liability 

or civil liability, have a motivational effect on practitioners to re%n fiom acting 

incompetently and unethically, and thus help to ensure a high quality of medical 

practice. The effect is the same as the disciplinary process discussed eadier. However, 

there is a certain difference between the disciplinq process and judicial sanctions. 

The disciplinary process is basically a follow-up sanction of licensing. It is done by a 
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In addition, this difference would also be explained by different ideas of the idluence of 

quasi-medical practice on the heaith of the nation; the dominant opinion took the influence less senously 
than did the opposing opinion. Also, see Okudaira, Y. "Eigyo no j i p  no kiser"~estricting the Ereedorn of 
business], Bessarsu Jurisitro, No.39 (Tokyo: Yuhilcaku, 1 973) at p.20. 
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Later judgments on similar matters also indicaie that the judges are even now not al1 of the same 
mind on the conflict of individual fieedom and public safety. In the Fujimi Hospital case in 1989 (Tokyo 
High Court, 23 February 1989,69 1 Hanrei T a i m ~ w  152), non-licensees examineci patients, under the 
instruction of doctors, with u l ~ u n d  devices and electrocardiographs, a practice which is technically a 
violation of Article 3 1 of the Law for Public-Health Nurses, Midwives and Nurses. With respect to the 
appeal that only those acts which have a risk of harming patients should be prohiiitcd by the law (the 
appellant actudy quoted the 1960 decision in her appeal), the Tokyo High Court ~ k d  that fhere is no 
need to prove actual nsk of harrn, ernploying the opposing opinion of Judge Tanaka in the 1960 decision. 
That judgment is arguably obiter because it was also held that the alleged act did have actual risk of harm 
to the patient; but it is notable that a lower court was offickdiy opposed to the dominant opinion of the 
Supreme Court. 



licensing authority that is officiaily recognised as having the power and responsibility 

for supervishg Iicensees. Because the authority fûnctions as a policy-making body, as 

discussed in Chapter 1, it usually involves itself actively in the case. It also usuaily 

resorts to its own discretion in the final decision in any case, which fiequently tends to 

be more severe than in judicial sanctioning. More importantly, this aspect is 

conspicuous when the disciplinq process is self-regulated as in Canada, because the 

active involvement and discretion of the authority is a key cornponent for professional 

self-regdation. The College of Physicians and Surgeons takes a flexible role in 

sanctioning doctors. It sometimes works as a mediator in smail cases, but usually it 

assumes a stem policing role with regard to wrongdoing doctors. By contrast, in terms 

of the judicial sanctioning involved in the court procedure, the court's involvement is 

passive and there is relatively little r w m  for discretion in the final decision; judges 

objectively apply legal precedents and statutory laws to a specific case brought by the 

patient-plaintiff. Thus, the role of the nom, in the form of legal precedents and 

statutory laws, is greater in cases of judicial sanctioning. 

The first part of the following analysis discusses the theoretical and procedural 

aspects of judicial sanctions. These sanctions are based on the doctof s deviation fiom a 

standard of quality practice. There are several questions: what are the elements of 

"quality" in this context? how should they be assessed? what is the "standard"? and who 

judges, based on the standard? The definition of quality, discussed in Chapter 1, 

imposes on doctors the duties of care, diligence, and skill, not the duty of assuring a 

successfùl outcome. It also constructs standards by reference to the ski11 and 

knowledge of reasonably comptent doctors, which in tum is decided by custom in the 



medical m e  field, rather than by govenimental standards or other such kinds of 

universal measure. This substantial critenon prompts the next question: who evduates 

the actual practice based on the nom? The role of the expert witness in the court is 

examined. In addition, related to the criteria used in assessing the quality of medical 

practice, the empowment of the patient's position in the case of "informed consent" is 

discussed, as a si gni ficant exception to the "reasonably comptent doctor" standard. 

What are the strategies of the state in terms of judicial sanctioning? In common 

law countries such as Canada, the judiciai sanction has meant imposing civil liability in 

most cases, a process based on legai precedents. By contrast, civil law countries like 

Japan place many statutory duties on doctors, duties which impose criminal liability. 

This di fference of s trategies leads to di fferent consequences and bnngs di fferent 

problerns. This issue is also related to Chapter 1, where the administrative bodies 

implernenting the disciplinary process were examined, because the issue is closely 

connected to the power of disciplinary authority. 

The second part examines the individual Iegal duties of doctors in the Iight of 

cornparison berne& the Canadian and Japanese systems. The duties are itemised in the 

following way: the duty of attendance, due care and ski11 in diagnosis, treatment and 

aftercare, keeping adequate and accurate medicd records, referral or seeking advice, 

communication with other professions, and supervision of junior colleagues. The duty 

of explaining to the patient about the treatment and its risks is also examined as well as 

the duty of confidentiality. More importantly, the duties imposed in Canada and Japan 

are compared. This section also notes both differences and similarities based on 



differing historïcal and culhiral backgrounds. This whole discussion is also connected to 

the purposes of controllhg medical practice, discussed in Chapter 1 . '" 

(1) Theoretical and Procedural Approaches 

What is the reason for imposing such severe judicial sanctions on doctors? One 

reason must be attributed to quality control. This leaves open some significant 

questions. First, what is the level of "quality"? Its definition must be made more 

specific in order to be assessed properly. Secondly, what is it that is assessed for 

quality, the process or the outcome? The diffaence lies in the uncertainties and 

imperfections of medical science. Third, how is the "standard" decided? This is also 

important because this is the direct reason for the sanction. Lady, how do al1 of these 

issues fit into actual court procedures? 

First, then, what is the definition of "quality"? As discussed in Chapter 1, 

medical care consists of "technical care" and "interpersonal care." The former means 

the application of science and technology to a specific disease and the latter means 

social interaction between docton and patients. In addition, roughly speaking, the 

former relates to the wmpetence of doctors, and the latter to ethical behaviour. These 

elernents of quality are considered in assessing the practice of defendant doctors. 

Significantly, the interpersonai aspect of care is usually less emphasised than the 

technical aspect in evaluating the quality of care in the light of a doctor legal liability. 

This is because the technical judgment of a doctor has been regardai as the most 
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There are some other significant issues with respect to the remedies available in medical 

mdpractice cases through court procedure: caiculation of damages, proof of causation, etc. However, this 
chapter focuses on the duties of doctors, which are the most fiindamental legal n o m  that doctors have to 
refer to in their practices. 



significant issue in the process of medical practice, even more important than the issue 

of "consent". However, it also must be noted that the interpersonal aspect is hard to 

reconcile with legal çontrol because of the discrepancy between subjectivity 

(interpersonal care) and regularity and impartiality (legd control). Such subjectivity 

must of course be considered in ensuring the quality of medical practice, but it is also a 

fact that it is very difficult to mntrol legally. 

In the quality assessment procedure, it is always a problern to decide which will 

be examined, quality of process or outcome. In other words, in which cases are doctors 

subjected to liability: when they do not act adequately or when they do not succeed? 

Unlike the discussion in Chapter 1, quality of process, not outcorne, matters when one 

analyses legal liability. This is because liability based on outcorne means laying an 

unjustifiably heavy burden on doctors. Medicine is not a complete structure of science 

and always has tremendous room for improvement. in addition, because of the 

imperfection of medicine, general text book theories are ofien incapable of application 

in individual cases. The outcome cannot be a standard for assessing the quality of 

medical practice in terms of potential legal liability. Doctors must be sanctioned only 

when they do not act as they are supposed to.'" Thus, in today's scheme of legal 

liability, doctors are not subjected to the duty of guaranteeing an outcorne, but they are 

subjected to the duty of care and skill. This also corresponds to the principle of fault 

pervading civil liability, which aims at a motivational effect to make doctors act 

competently and ethically. 
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Of course, it is also a possible option to impose on doctors a duty to assure outcome. Such an 

allocation of responsibility, laying a heavier burden on doctors, is especiaiiy advocated recently as a 
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However, to make this thesis a manageable one, I refriün fiom looking into its detailed aspects. 



This position is also confïnned in a precedent in Japan. In a case of medical 

malpractice dealt with in the Yokohama District Court, a doctor had to amputate a leg 

of a patient who had been injured in a traffic accident, because the leg generated gas 

gangrene in spite of the removal of foreign matter in the wound. The District Court 

held that the doctor was negligent because he could have saved her leg with more 

thorough treatment or even with a method of leaving the wound packed and open, so 

that the anaerobic bacteria, which cause gas gangrene, could not multiply in the wound. 

This judicial decision was overturned in the Tokyo High Court. It was held that the 

result, gangrene and amputation, should not be directly linked to the doctor's 

negligence, that is, improper treatment or non-performance of the open-wound 

treatment, because even the most thorough treatment cannot prevent gas gangrene and 

the open-wound treatment c m  be even more hannfùl because of other bacteria or too 

much bleeding. Also, it was held that the method of treatment was lefi to the discretion 

of the doctor and there was no generai standard for treatment which rnight lead the 

judges to infer that the doctor was negligent. In other words, the High Court held that 

the doctor was not negligent, regardless of the result, because his treatment was not 

inappropriate, considering the standard of medical practice at that time. 18' 

In Canada there is a rare exception to this assessrnent of process in tenns of 

legal liability. In the case of negligence, the doctor only has a duty of care and ski11 

because, as mentioned above, it is impossible for the doctor to guarantee the result. 

However, especially in cases of plastic surgery, doctors can sometimes be subjected to 

strict liability based on contract if they guarantee a result but fail to achieve it. If the 
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doctor guarantees a specific result, for example, saying that he can treat a scar on the 

patient's face and restore the face to what it was, with reward or hope of reward for 

doing so, he will be subject to liability when he fails to achieve that specific r e ~ u l t . ' ~ ~  

This liability based on contract is accorded a different effect in Japan. Sirnply 

put, a doctor is not necessarily subject to strict liability even if the action is based on 

contract. There is a distinction between Kekka-saimu (obligation to produce a result) 

and Shudan-saimu (obligation to attain a standard of an act), which is irnported fkom the 

French civil law. The former, which is applied to such cases as sales of goods, is 

directed at the realisation of a result; therefore, breach of the obligation brings strict 

liability. By contrast, the latter, applied to the obligation to treat a patient, is only 

airned at mandating a normally prudent action on the part of the person obliged, thus 

denying strict liability even when based on contract.''' Having explained this, it is also 

a fact that the number of medical maipractice cases grounded on contract is increasing 
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consent, discussed below. Guaranteeing a specifk result to the patient means that the doctor does not tell 
the risk of failure to the patient. There is another question of whether the risk is material or not; however, 
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in ~apan,'" because the plaintiffs burden of proof is alleviated to some extent, as 

compared with actions based on negligence.ls5 

Having confirmed that the process is what must be assessed in deciding the 

quality of the practice, how is it to be evaluated? In the 1 s t  analysis, it is virtually 

impossible to decide upon an absolute, universal standard of quality because of the 

uncertain nature of medical practice. The cornmon law principle goveniing the 

standard of care in tort cases in general is based on the conduct of a reasonable person 

in the specific circumstance. Therefore, the standard of m e  imposed on doctors must 

be decided accordingly. In addition, some argue that the court should not intervene 

inappropriately in areas that requùe the special expertise associated with a specific 

profession. Thus, the standard has been established as to what reasonably competent 

doctors would do, based on the level of technology and custom among doctors at the 

time of the accident. This is clearly put in Crits v. Sylvester (Ontario ~956) , "~  where it 

was held that doctors have to practise with "that degree of care and ski11 which could 

reasonably be expected of a nomal, prudent practitioner of the sarne experience and 

standing." Ig7 

It is worth noting how the corresponding standard has developed in Japan. The 

precedents in this regard have been accumulated with respect to the cases of treating 

Retrolental Fibroplasia [hereinafter RF] of newbom babies. Photo-coagulation was 
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In the "contract" cases of  medicai mdpractice in Japan, the defendant doctor has not only to cast 

a doubt successfully on the evidence submitted by the plaintiff, but also to prove actively that he is not 
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expenmentally used as a method of treating RF in 1967, and it had gradually gained 

popularity arnong docton. Accordingly, the number of cases increased which alleged 

that the doctor was negligent because he did not use photo-coagulation to treat RF.'88 In 

judging these cases, the Supreme Court declared that the standard of care that doctors 

have to achieve should be a practicai standard of clinical medicine, not a highly 

academic or experimental one.'" This principle was elaborated in a significant decision 

of the Fukuoka High Court. It was held that new, experimental treatment cannot 

establish a standard of are, even if it is published in certain professionai journals. In 

order to become the standard of a r e ,  the treatment has to be double-checkeâ again and 

again, be recognised as workable at the academic level and taught through the process 

of medical e d u c a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

In relation to this "reasonably competent doctor" standard, there arises a difficult 

question of "geographicdly-çonsideredn reasonableness, known as "the locali ty rule". 

In terms of how to assess the reasonableness of a re ,  it has been thought in some cases 

that it is sensible to consider geographical differences, especially between urban and 

rural areas. Judges sometimes show apparent deference to this rule using expressions 

such as a "reasonable degree of leaming and skill possessed by practitioners in similar 

cornmunities in similar  case^."'^' This c m  be justified to some extent by reference to 

the difference in access to medical resources in the course of practice, and in 

opportunities for pst-licensure training through reading literature or discussion with 

lB8 There was another ground for action: breach of the duty to refer the patient to specialists. This is 
also mentioned in Section 2 (2)-(f). 
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other doctors. Thus, this d e  seems to have been justified as an excuse for substandard 

treatrnent, especially in the past when transportation and telecommunication was not so 

developed and there could be little interaction among doctors living in distant places. 

However, this notion is completely inimical to the aim of a legal duty to ensure a high 

and consistent quaiity of medicd practice. Moreover, it can no longer be justified in 

view of the development of transportation and telecommunication. Lack of resources 

would be the only rernaining reason, but this can be accommodated by using reasoning 

analogous to that used in regard to emergency operations in urban areas. Therefore, the 

locality rule should no longer be the rule in assessing the standard. 

Other than the geographical problems of the standard, its definition raises 

questions of court procedure because it is based on medical technology as well as on 

customs among doctors. If judges o r  juries do not have enough expertise to judge the 

case properly, who does? That is where the role of the doctor as an expert witness 

cornes into play. The expert witness is a "highly qualifiai, experienced and respected 

member of the medical comrnunity who practices, teaches, or does research in the 

branch of medicine at issue in the particular case."i92 He or she takes a significant role 

in the court procedure through presenting his or her opinion about technical issues in 

medicine. Such expert witnesses are actually calleci upon by both sides of the dispute as 

their "hired guns" in the adversariai procedure; however, in principle, the witnesses are 

supposed to assist the court process by showing their expertise objectively on specific 

medicd matters. 
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Related to the "reasonable doctor" standard and its proof in the court 

proceedings, there is a significant trend away fiom a paternalistic model and toward a 

participatory model in terms of the patient right to autonomy. The landmark decision 

in Canada is Reibl vs. Hughes (Ontario 1980)'93 which identifies one of the 

characteristics of the Canadian health m e  systern in terms of informeci consent. 

Needless to Say, doctors have to disclose information about the treatment of the illness 

in order to obtain consent to a specific treatment; however, it formerly remained a 

question of what standard should be used to decide the specificity of the information. 

The standard had been the "professional" standard, enabling doctors to judge what 

would be best for their patients to know. The Suprerne Court of Canada changed the 

professional standard, replacing i t with the "reasonable patient" standard; that is, to see 

if the reasonable patient in the specific circumstances would want and need to know the 

information in ordcr to give the doctor an uiformed consent to treatment. From the 

viewpoint of the quality of medical practice, this change is fûlly justified because the 

final decision to undergo a specific treatment is not a technical matter of medicine; it is 

a decision refmble to and properly govemed by personal preference or the policy of 

each individual. In other words, the issue is not one of "technical care" but of 

"interpersonal care". Therefore, there should be as little room as possible for the 

doctor's discretion in disclosing information. This standard is also significant because it 

is the only patient-oriented standard employed in assessing the legal duties of doctors. 

Thus, this "reasonable patient" standard is a significant elernent of highquality medical 

practice. 
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Lastiy, it is also important, especially in the comparative study of Canada and 

Japan, to clarie the difference in essential elements between duties created by 

legislation and by case law. The difference not only reflets the divergent legal systems 

of common law countries and civil law countries, but aiso a difference of strategies in 

terms of enswing the quality of medicd practice. 

With regard to the case law of negligence in Canada, where civil liability is 

mainly employed in cases of medical malpractice, the elements of liability are divided 

into three parts: existence of the duty of care, breach of the duty, and resultant damage 

that is connected to the breach of the duty. The patient-piaintiff has to prove al1 three, 

with some ostensible exceptions such as res ipsa loquitur . In addition, doctors are 

sometirnes exposed to liability based on battery, signifjmg an intentional contact with 

another human's body without his or her consent. In such cases, the patient-plaintiff 

only has to prove that the doctor-defendant intentionally contacted the body; thereupon 

the doctor has to prove that there was a valid consent. From the viewpoint of a 

plaintiff, battery is preferable because he or she does not have to prove that the doctor's 

conduct actually caused any darnage; however, battery cases are rare now because of 

the Supreme Court decision in Reibl vs. Hughes. as discussed below. Moreover, in 

either case, patients have to initiate the action. The court only passively accepts the 

case and judges it. Thus, the quality assurance of medicai practice through imposition 

of civil liability on doctors has its own flaw, because it is based on the individual action 

of the patient-victim. This systern would not work well under a system involving 



extreme imbalances of power between docton and patients, such as was discussed in 

Chapter 1. '9.1 

In Japanese legislation, the active involvernent of government becomes more 

conspicuous. The major difference is that patients do not have to take action by 

themselves; police and administrative agencies can work for them. In addition, in many 

cases, just as with the tort of battery in Canada, they do not have to prove that there is 

actual darnage to the patient that relates to the doctor's breach of duty. Rather, they can 

prosecute doctors if they merely violate the n o m  provided in the specific legi~lation.'~~ 

This feature is closely comected to licensing and discipline. Actuai damage can be 

pre-empted by imposing sanctions on doctors in this way, where the statutory provision 

contemplates a risk of damage. Thus, statutory duties, involving functions of court 

procedure, work as one of the active tools of govemment to ensure the quaiity of 

medicai practice. 

However, this active involvernent on the part of the govemment has its own 

flaws. This statutory duty scheme can never work unless there is enough preparation by 

the prosecuting bodies. This would inevitably lead to an increase in govemmental 

spending compounded by the bureaucracy of such bodies. In addition, the technical 

aspects of medicine, as mentioned in relation to the discussion of court procedure, also 

prevent the governent  fiom assessing the case independently; afkr dl,  the 
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govemment has to rely on the howledge and customs of doctors when the statutory 

duties involve technical questions of medicine.'% More importantly, the system never 

works to compensate for the damage suffered by patients because such statutory duties 

aim at the punishrnent of doctors and the pre-emption of such damage. Compensation 

for such damage must be considered separately. 

Thus, the difference in roles between case law and legislation reflects many 

issues involved in the quality control of medical practice. In the next Section, where 

individual duties are examined, this point is further clarified, as are the theoretical 

aspects discussed above. 

(2) Overview of the Duties: A Comparative Perspective 

This section, rather than attempting a detailed discussion of each duty, tries to 

explain the whole structure of duties, comparing the Canadian and Japanese systems. 

There are four main categories of duties in comection with the doctor-patient 

relationship. First, the du@ to attend patients is the preliminaxy one which relates to 

entering into or termhating the doctor-patient relationship. Secondly, the duty of due 

care and ski11 in diagnosis, treatment and afiercare, the duty of explaining to patients the 

treatment and its nsks before obtaining consent to it, and the duty of confidentiality are 

al1 directly related to ensuring the quality of medical practice, based on the individual 

doctor-patient relationship. Thirdly, the duty of keeping the medical record may not 

directly affect the care and ski11 of doctors in actual medical practice, but it is an 

important supplementary duty for enhancing quality through ensuring the consistency 

and accountability of medical practice. Lady, reflecting the growing role of a doctor 
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as part of a collective or team-based medical care approach, a duty of referral and 

seeking advice, a duty of communication with other professionals and a duty of 

supervising junior colleagues, &se. What are these legal duties of doctors? 

(a) Duty of Attending Patients 

The principle of "fieedom of contract" is well established both in Canada and 

Japan. Each party to a contract can freely decide the contents of that contract, including 

whether or not to make a contract. However, this principle does not fit easily into the 

medical care field. If doctors could fkely reject the request of patients to attend them, 

the overall quaiity of medicd practice would inevitably go down, fkom a patient's point 

of view. This would also conflict with the aim of medical licensing, which looks to 

ensure a high quaiity of medicine by qualiwng only comptent and ethical doctors to 

practise in the medical care field. 

In order to solve this problem, one effective way would be to impose upon 

doctors the legal duty to attend patients. However, this is also problematic because it 

would be impossible to impose that duty on doctors without any limitation. It could 

infinge on the individual rights of doctors, as well as the principle of freedom of 

contract. In addition, as doctors are also human, they have to set, using of course their 

expert knowledge, a certain priority of attendance when they have many patients 

waiting. Therefore, patients' needs m u t  be properly balanced against the doctors' 

fieedom and expert judgment in order to make this duty workable. 

In Canada, the amount of case law relating to this duty has been small and 

Iegislation on the issue non-existent. It has been taken for granted that doctors basically 

do not have any legal duty to attend patients before a doctor-patient relationship is 



formed. However, this situation is difficult to justiw as long as doctors have an 

exclusive ri ght to practise medicine. Because others cannot practise medicine b y 

themselves without a license, the doctor's fieedom must be modified, fiom the 

viewpoint of quality control, through ensuring accessibility. It is therefore inevitable 

that the court will gradually recognise the doctor's duty to attend patients, balancing the 

interests of both partiedP7 

There are some cases about balancing the interests of doctors and patients. For 

example, in the case of Smith vs. Rae (Ontario 1919),198 in which the doctor did not 

attend a woman in labour because he was occupied with other patients and judged her 

case as not urgent, it was held that he did not have to "drop everyhng" to attend the 

expectant mother because his judgment at that time was justifiai. Thus, accurate 

assessrnent of urgency is a significant aspect of the duîy to attend, because it is only the 

doctor who c m  properly assess the urgency of care fiom a medical point of view. This 

is aIso related to the duty of due care and ski11 in diagnosis, discussed later. 

When the duty to attend becornes an issue after the doctor-patient relationship is 

fonned, it b ~ g s  other problems. For example, as held in Considine vs. Camp Hill 

Hospital (Nova Scotia 1982), '" the duty to attend and the duty to explain to the patient 

about the treatment are closely connected. Breach of the former usually l a d s  to that of 

the latter. Next, in the case of mite vs. Turner (Ontario, 1 98 1 ), it was held that the 

treating doctor can l a v e  the patient when a proper substitution is arranged. This is also 

one exarnple of balancing the interests of doctors and patients; it would be fair to say 
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that doctors can seek to improve their standards by attending confaences, or refiesh 

themselves by taking vacations, if they cm arrange for an adequate substitute or locurn 

renens during their absences.20' 

In Japan, the duty of doctors to attend their patients is provided for in Article 19, 

paragraph 1 of the Medical Practitioners Law P L ]  (Law #20 1, 1 948). According to 

the Article, "doctors being engaged in medical practice shall not reject requests to 

attend patients if there is no justifiable reason." This provision shows some differences 

between the duty in the Canadian and Japanese systerns. In this provision, "being 

engaged" is meant to exdude liçensees who are working in other occupations, such as 

civil servants. This means that, in principle, medical doctors in Japan always have the 

duty to attend patients but only if they are practicing medicine. 

The content of a "justifiable reason" is another issue. According to the first 

officia1 interpretation of the Ministry of Health and Welfare CMHW], this means "the 

case when attendance is practically impossible for reasons such as the doctor's absence 

or i l lne~s."*~~ However, this definition is too narrow to be justifiable. It would arguably 

be appropnate to include "personal rnatters and interests in doctors' pnvate lives, 

depending on the availability of substitutes and the situation of patients" *O3 or other 

reasons such as a difference of speciaIew or closed heurs."' 

'O 1 
Although, the definition of  "adequate" is usually complicated. It may involve many factors: the 

reasons for absence, wgency of the patient's illness, etc. Also see Videto vs. Kennedy (Ontario, 198 1) 
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What is the sanction applicable to violators of the duty? Until World War II, 

viol ators were subj ect to fines for unjustifiable non-attendance. However, that aspect of 

the present MPL has not beem enforced, because it has been thought that such 

enforcernent of m e d i d  ethics through punishment is not appropnate. Thus, the duty 

has remained without any criminal sanction. Although the MHW has officiaily 

declared that repetitive violations could result in suspension or revocation of the 

license, this has never been carried out.*06 

In tenns of civil liability, there has been a dominant argument that such a duty to 

attend is an obligation based on public law. This leads to the conclusion that the doctor 

is obligated to the state, and not to patients who are not given a right to sue the doctor 

for his non-attendance. However, recently this has been overtaken by the wntrary 

argument, reversing the burden of proof, that the doctor has to prove that h e  has 

justifiable reasons in order to escape fiom paying damages to the patient-plaintiff.207 

There are some precedents which have employed this latter argument.20s 

in conclusion, it has to be noted that, in spite of the different approaches in 

imposing the duty to attend on doctors, the actual situation is not so different in the two 

countries. Canada is reinforcing the duty through legal precedent; Japan is weakening 

the duty which was originally legislate. with a criminal sanction. In the end, the 

problem is the subtle balancing of doctors' individual rights and judgments with the 

patients' needs, so it can at least be said that achial court procedures and Iegal 
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precedents are needed for this duty to ev01ve;~~ and statutes also have to be interpreted 

fully in order to be adjusted to individual  situation^.^'^ 

(b) Duty of Due Care and Skill: Diagnosis, Treatment, Afkercare 

Here is the most prirnq duty of dl,  directly connected with the everyday work 

of doctors dealing with the illnesses of patients. The following analysis first examines 

the basic concepts of the duties, "care" and "skill", and connects them to diagnosis, 

treatment and aftercare in everyday medical practice. 

As mentioned in Section 1, in actual practice the doctor involved in any 

treatment has to show reasonable cornpetence. In other words, physicians have to have 

reasonable ski11 and knowledge of medicine, as well as a reasonable level of carefùlness 

and the motivation to use them properly. Though the two elements are not clearly 

divided in the actual setting:" this thesis tries to classify the former as "skill" and the 

Iatter as "care". From the viewpoint of doctors, "skill" is a given factor at the very 

moment of actual practice. Before they are involved in practice, they had to acquire 

and maintain their knowledge of medicine and their ability to use it at the level of 

reasonably competent peers. In other words, their effort to acquire and maintain the 

109 
One other example of balancing doctors' individual rights and judgment and the patients' needs is 

a case of emergency care. The fact that the patient's iliness needs immediate care will lay more burden on 
doctors, especially when he works in an ernergency department. For example, in Barnetr vs. Chelsea CG 
Kensington Hospital Management Comminee (England, 1968. [ 19691 1 Q.B. 428, [ 19681 2 W.L.R. 422, 
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because causation was not proved between his non-attendance and the death of one of the patients. In this 
way, a doctor in an emergency department, which is originally designed for dealing with urgent cases, 
would be allowed virtually no excuse for non-attendance. 
210 The difference in the medical facilities betwecn CarinAn and Japan would be another issue with 
respect to the duty of attending patients. Under the chaotic system of cornpethg hospitals and clinics 
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duty to attend patients. 
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skill has made them "professionals," distinguishable as such fiom those who follow 

other occupations. In addition, skill is decided objectively, referring to the progress of 

medical science at the relevant time. The duty of "caren works at the very moment of 

the practice; it represents the emotional side of the practice, imposing on doctors the 

duty to be carefbl in thinking of appropriate methods of practice and in using thern 

properly. Their duty of care is fündamentally the same as that of ordinary people, 

though it is more rigid and specific because it is related to their specific course of 

practice. In this way, "care" and "skill" together make up a nom of reasonable 

competence that comprises the legal duty of doctors. 

In assessrnent of the duty of "care", competence in "skill" is considered as one 

significant factor. Those doctors who are hcompetent in "skill" have to redise this 

deficiency and refer the patient to other doctors as soon as they find the treatment of the 

illness needs more skill and knowledge than they have. Those doctors who are more 

competent than other reasonably competent peers (this often means specialists) are 

subjected to a more severe duty of "care" in theV dealing with patients. 

The first stage of the doctor-patient relationship is a diagnosis of the patient's 

illness. People go to see doctors for treatment of pain or for other symptoms that they 

may have.213 The doctor, when so requested by the patient, must fint try to diagnose 

the illness, in other words ascertain the name of the illness fiom various kinds of 

information leamed fiom the patient or taken fiom the patient's body. How is the 

doctor's duty of due care and skill to be interpreted in the context of this process? 

212 
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The proçess of diagnosis is a scientific categorisation of symptoms into a 

specific illness; in this process, the connection between a symptom, or a set of 

symptoms, and the illness is usually clarified. However, due to the evolving nature of 

medical science, each symptom does not necessarily fdl definitively under the category 

of a specific illness. Rather, it is more likely that there are many symptoms that do not 

usually corne with the diagnosed illness. In this case, the doctor cannot avoid, to any 

reasonable extent, making a selection of symptoms used for the diagnosis; in other 

words, neglecting other symptoms even if they might be related to a more severe 

illness. Therefore, the doctor is not held liable for any wrong selection as long as  

reasonably comptent peers might do the same. instead, he is required to show 

"reasonable effort, a healthy measure of attention and inquisitiveness, an open mind, 

and a willingness ... to make use of any appropriate diagnostic resources which may be 

reasonably available."* l4 This approach is well-reflected in the case of Dale vs. 

Munthali (Ontario 1977), 2 '5  where the doctor was held liable because he mis-diagnosed 

meningitis for influenza, neglecting some significant symptoms that wodd have led 

reasonable doctors to conduct fürther exarninations. 

Reaction to a treatment is also one item of information useful in diagnosis. In 

0 t h  words, if the patient does not recover as expected afier the treatment, it is likely 

that the diagnosis has been wrong. Therefore, it is dso a doctor's duty to observe the 

situation of the patient after the treatment and to re-assess the initial diagnosis on a 

continual basis. Failure in this çonstitutes a basis for liability, as in Layden vs. Cope 
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(Alberta 1 984),216 wbere two general practitioners were held liable because they 

continually prescribed medicine for gout but did not re-evaluate the diagnosis, which 

should have been çellulitis. Of course, this re-evahation shouid only be done on a 

reasonable basis. The doctor is not liable for not attempting to re-evaluate the initial 

diagnosis if reasonable peers also would not have done so, as held in Wilkinson Esiate 

vs. Shannon (Ontario 1 986):' 

Afier diagnosis, the doctor attempts to cure the illness through treatment and 

afiercare. This stage for assessing the doctor's liability is clear. In the treaûnent, the 

doctor has to decide the method and do it with a reasonably competent level of skill. If 

he fails in doing what other reasonably competent pers  would do, he is held liable. 

What is reasonable varies in each case, depending on "the peculiarities of the particular 

patient, the degree and predictability of inherent danger attending a particular mode of 

therapy, and the relative ease or difficulty of precautionary rnea~ures."~'~ In the process 

of afiercare, the question is twofold. First, the physician has to observe the situation 

after the treatment with due Gare and skill. Secondly, he has to explain the result of the 

treatment to the patient and instnict her on how to care for herself after the treatment. 

These cnteria fa11 under the same professional standard as mentioned above; however, 

the Iatter is also significant because it raises a broader issue in view of communication 

between a doctor and a ~atient ."~ This is explained in the case of Brushett vs. Cowun 
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(Newfoundland 1987),~' in which the doctor was held liable because he did not tell the 

patient to use cnitches after a bone biopsy. 

(c) Duty of Explaining to the Patient the Treatment and Its Risks 

As explained above, "informed consent" is one of the most significant noms in 

medicd practice. The patient has the right to decide to permit or refuse a specific 

treatment, after due consideration of the information given by doctors. In other words, 

the doctor has the duty to obtain the patient's consent which is fblly considered and 

based on true information. Theoretically, breach of the duty may make the doctor liable 

through two different approaches: battery and negligence. Battery focuses on the valid 

consent of the patient, while negligence is based on the doctor's duty of care. In 

Canada, some cases are presented as cases of battery, while others are cast in 

negligence. This difference was wnfusing until the Supreme Court of Canada 

established a clear distinction. In Reibl vs. Hughes, it declareci: 

Battery should be confinecl to those cases where (ernergency situations aside) 
surgery or treatment has been c&ed out without any consent at d l ,  or has gone 
beyond or d i f f d  from the procedures to which consent was given; and to 
those cases where the consent given has been vitiated by the h u d  or 
misrepresentation use. to obtain it. In contrast, a failure to disclose attendant 
nsks, however serious, should go to negligence rather than to battery. It relates 
to the breach of an antecedent duty of due care. It is not a test of the validity of 
the patient's consent?' 

Thus, the functions of negligence and battery have been distinguished clearly since this 

decision. The application of battery has been limited to rare cases such as those of 

unconsented treatment. The law of negligence has been applied to many cases where 
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the scope of disclosure becornes an issue in terms of the nature and risks of the treatment. 

With regard to the standard of disclosure itself, in Reibl vs. Hughes, the 

Supreme Court empIoyed the "reasonable patient" standard (see Section 1 ). 

Interestingl y enough, this decision is opposite to that of judicial authority in Japan. The 

first decision by the Supreme Court of Japan in these matters was delivered 19 June 

198 1 .- This was a case of civil liability of doctors who perfonned a risky operation on 

a child with a skull fracture, without explainhg the surgery to the child's father, as a 

surrogate decision maker. In deciding this case, the Supreme Court of Japan declared 

that the doctor basically has the duty to explain to the patient or his legal surrogate what 

the treatment options are and their respective inherent risks. However, it conferre- a 

large measure of discretion on doctors, saying that the content of the duty depends on 

the degree of certainty about the symptoms of the patient, the likely effect of the 

treatment, or the extent of the risk. In addition, in denying the doctor's duty in that case, 

it considered that the father could adequately understand the nsk, without the doctor's 

explanation, fkom the apparent situation; also the patient's side did not ask any 

questions at the critical time." Thus, in ternis of the standard of disclosing information 

about the nature and nsks of a specific treatment, the precedent in Japan is still confined 
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to the "professional standard,wa4 while at the same tirne, the responsibility is placed on 

patients to ask the right questions at the time of t rea t~nent .~~  

(d) Duty of Confidentiality 

The duty to preserve the confidentiality of the patient is one of the oldest duties 

of doctors; the age of Hippocrates already established a burden upon doctors to keep the 

"holy secrets" of patients. It is ais0 one of the key duties which has distinguished 

doctors and 0 t h  health care professionals as members of a true profession, distinct 

fiom most other occupations, as discussed in Chapter 1, regarding the self-regulation of 

established professions. For example, the Canadian Medical Association has its Code 

of Ethics in which this duty is clearly stated. The Japan Medical Association also has 

defined the duty of confidentiality in its Code of Ethics. Because of these examples of 

self-regdation, the cases have been rare in which a doctor has breached this duty and 

has been sued for compensation. Rather, case law has evolved to deal with the question 

of the boundaries of this duty of confidentiality, for example, in cases of court 

proceedings. 

In Japan, a duty of confidentiality is provided in Article 134 of the Criminal 

Code. This provision is not specifically for doctors; lawyers, midwives, pharmacists, 

who are likely to know matters involving the privacy of their clients are also subjected 
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to a duty of confidentiality by this provision. Any breach of this duty is severely 

sanctioned, in cornparison to other duties defined in the MPL. Violators are subject to 

imprisonment for up to six months or fines of up to 100,000 yen. It is also possible that 

they may be prosecuted for defamation when patients are judged to have suffered 

j udiciall y acknowledged damages. However, as in Canada, there is no case available 

which directly governs such a breach of confidentiality. Instead, there is a similar 

development of the theory about those situations in which the doctors are relieved tiom 

the duty. 

There are several major exceptions in which doctors are not subjected to any 

legal liabilities, even if they disclose the patient's information in public. The typical 

case is when the patient consents to the disclo~ure.~' However, there are other cases 

when the doctor can make disclosures even if the patient objets. 

First, the doctor sometimes is ordered to disclose the information in the course 

of court proceedings. This duty to disclose goes back to the Duchess of Kingston's 

Case decided by the House of Lords in 1776," in which it was held that "[ilf a surgeon 

was voluntarily to reveal these secrets, to be sure he would be guilty of a breach of 

honour, and a great indiscretion; but to give that information in a court of justice, which 

by the law of the land he is bound to do, will never be imputed to him as any 

indiscretion w h a t e ~ e r . " ~ ~  Since this decision, cited by the Canadian courts, doctors 

basically have had to disclose confidential information about their patients if so ordered 
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by the court.a9 Secondly, there are some cases when the doctor is placed under a duty 

to disclose information about patients to the health authority for the sake of public 

health, especially for contagious diseases. In these cases, the duty to the public 

ovemides the duty to the individual patient. Thirdly, there are some cases when the 

public has to know information about patients to protect themselves. For exarnple, the 

doctor would have to disclose to the appropriate authorities that his patient is likely to 

h m  members of the public, for exarnple due to psychiatric disease. Also in this case, 

the public interest overrides the pnvacy of the individual patient. 

In conclusion, the duty of confidentiality for protecting the patient's privacy is 

axiomatic in the context of professional ethics. However, the airn of the duty also 

includes fostering the public's trust in doctors. Therefore, even if the doctor initially 

has the duty to protect the pnvacy of individual patients, she also has the duty to apply 

the information appropriately for the public good when necessary, for the sake of 

ensunng the health of the cornmunity at large?' 

(e) Duty of Keeping Adequate and Accurate Medical Records 

The memory of a human being is not limitless. People forget many things 

easily, oflen conveniently. Doctors are no exception. Even if they have expertise in 

medicine, they probably cannot rernember al1 the diagnoses and treatments which they 

perfoxm in a day. This problem is crucial especially when the practice involves 

technical matters. For example, the dosage of drugs with severe side effects, such as 

anti-cancer drugs, could be fatal unless administered correctly. This is a pnmary reason 

why the treating doctor has to make and keep medical records. Their contents must also 
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be adquate and accurate in order to ensure the consistency of medical practice, from 

one doctor to another. This duty is only indirectly related to everyday medicai practice; 

for the records themselves do not necessarily affect the due care and ski11 of the 

practice. However, for the above reason, record maintenance is one of the most 

important legai duties imposed on doctors?' 

In addition, this keeping of records reflects "sincere cornmitment to the 

well-being of the patient" as well as "self-protecting cons ide ration^."^^ This is shown in 

the actual court proceedings. First, the standard of record-keeping is an element in 

assessing the defendant doctoh sincerity and competence. Improperly made records 

with inaccurate information could persuade juria and judges to infer the incompetence 

of the doctor, leading hem to adjudge him liable. There are some cases both in Canada 

and Japan in which slackness in record keeping has seemed to affect the decision of the 

case?' Secondly, medical records, made and kept by the treating doctors immediately 

after the treatment, are considered evidence, though not conclusive, in court 

proceedings. Most importantly, in the event that the lawsuit begins many years after the 

incident in question, such written evidence would be an invaluable tool to protect the 

d o c t ~ r . ~ "  

231 There are of course many other clinical reasons why the doctor has to keep medical records: for 
"filling-in" doctors to grasp the situation of the patient, for the treating team of hedth professionals to 
discuss the direction of the treatment, etc. Also see H.Ito, "Shinryoroku No hyo JO No Toriurîukui To 
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in Japan, the MPL states that the "doctor shail, after diagnosis or treatment, 

write down the related matters of the practice on medical records as soon as 

p~ss ib le . "~%nd,  "in terms of the medical records in the previous paragraph they shall 

be kept for five years by the administrator when the practice is done by the doctor in 

hospitals or clinic, or by the doctor himself in other cases."236 This provision also aims 

at the above two objectives: highquality, consistent medical practice, and utilisation as 

evidence in any court proceedings. It also clearly declares that the records can be 

abandoned five years after the treatment finishes, implying that in Japan record-keeping 

is primarily a matter of an other-regarding duty, rather than a self-protecting 

consideration?' 

Lastly, related to this duty, the patient's right to access the medical record must 

be mentioned here. Interestingly enough, in terms of this issue, the legal precedents in 

Canada and Japan are completely opposite. A Canadian case is Mclnerny vs. 

MacDonald (Nova Scotia 1992),U8 in which a doctor was requested to disclose the 

medical record including not only those entries of her own making but also those made 

by other doctors. Canadian courts had admitted the right of patients to access rnedid 

records that were made by the very doctors giving the treatment, once the case has 

begun to be subjected to court proceedings. Also, some provinces had legislate. 

statutes declaring the patient's right to access his or her own records. However, in this 

case the plaintiff sought the records made by other doctors, with whom the 

doctor-patient relationship was already terminateci, In addition, the place was Nova 
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Article 24, Paragraph 1 

36 
Article 24, Paragraph 2 
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However, the MHW has officially declared that it is desirable to keep the records as long as 

possible even afier five years has passed. (Official notice of the MHW, JHATSU 1 1 13, 1 August 1972) 
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Scotia, where there was no statute pexmitting the right. Therefore, it was especially 

noteworthy when the Supreme Court of Canada finally declared that patients have the 

inherent right to access their medical records. 

Ln Japan, the matter was decided in the opposite way in the Tokyo High Court 

caseu9 in which a patient, who had undergone an experimental treatment against 

chronic liver disease, requested the defendant doctors to show him his medical record. 

Other lawsuits had denied any right to access the medical record, based on the right to 

pursue happiness provided in the Constitutional Law," and the Tokyo High Court also 

denied any right based on the private ~n t r ac t . *~ '  The judges acknowledged that, 

especially in such a case of experimental treatment, doctors have to report to the patient 

about the treatrnent. However, they concluded that such conditions do not overtake the 

principle that the patient does not have a right to access the very medical record which 

had been written for hi~n.'~* 

In this way, the judicial authorities of Canada and Japan show a huge difference. 

This cornes back to the diffetence between a patemdistic model and a participatory 

model. In Japan, the notion that "the doctor knows best" still survives and his discretion 

is accorded far more deference than in Canada. It is difficult to decide which approach 

is better suited to the cultural background in Japan; but it can at least be said that the 

239 
Tokyo High Court, 28 August 1986, at p. 226. HanreiJiho, 1208, at p. 85. This is the final 

decision because the plaintiff did not appeal to the Supreme Court. 
2 M  

Arbcle 1 3 : reads "[a]ll of the people SM be respected as individuals. Their right to life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness shall, to the extent that it does not interfere with the public welfare, be the 
supreme consideration in legislation and ia o k  governmental &airs." 
S.. 
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in Japan, a contract of medical care provision is regarded as Jun Inin [quasi-mandate], defmed in 
the Civil Code. This type of contract provides the duty of the treating doctor to report to the patient about 
the diagnosis, treatment, etc.(Article 645). However, this duty does not mean that the doctor actually has 
to show the records to the patient. The method and occasion of the report is left to the professional 
discretion of the doctor. 
242 This case show that the discretion of doctors on technical matters of medical practice are more 
emphasised than the patient's right to be informed 



trend is definitely toward a participatory model, and the doctrine in Japan will 

eventually change.243 

(f) Duty of Referral or Seeking Advice 

in the not too distant past, the treatment of patients was usuaily done with one 

practitioner. However, as medicine has developed, medical practice has tended to 

involve more than one doctor for each patient. Not only do general practitioners refer 

patients to specialists, there fias also been a growing need for CO-operation behiveen 

general practitioners and specialists themselves. Thus, the duty of prompt referral and 

seeking advice has evolved. Such practices are now considerd to be something that a 

reasonably competent doctor would do, and thus comprise part of a doctor's legal 

d ~ t i e s . ~ ~  

The imposition of this duty relies on a highly technical evaluation of medical 

practice. Whether the first doctor has to refer the patient to or seek advice fiom other 

doctors significantly depends on how urgent the illness is and whether other doctors are 

readily available. The latter can be decided objectively with lay knowledge, but the 

former cannot be decided without referring to professional assessment. These elements 

are added to the ordinary convention of medical practice; and the judge decides, with 

243 
There is also a trend, though stili eIementq, of empowering the patients' position in Japan. A 

number of people are seeking measures to estabiish patients' autonomy. One example is the Declaration 
of Patient's Right, announced by a group of lawyers on 14 October 1984. (K. Shimamoto, The 
Physician-Patient Relatiomhip: Jiko Kettei Ken in Japan and the Right of SelfDetemination in the US. 
LL.M. Research Paper, University of Washington, Seattle, US, 1988). Another example is a group of 
doctors and other hospitai workers in Japan who visited Henderson Hospital in Hamilton, Ontario, in 
order to leam situations of patients' directives in Ca& S.Momson "informed Consent" The 
[Hamiiton] Spectator, 28 Jan- 1995 at A16. Such attitudes should replace the present doctrine with 
the patient-oriented one in the fûture. 
244 The cases of the RF discusscd in Section 2 (1) also bring this issue of the duty to refer andor 
seek advice. As the photo-coaguiation therapy was perfomed in a iimited number of hospitals, the 
question was raised whether a doctor who did not have cnough expertise in the therapy had the duty to 
refer the patient to specialists. See T-Aeba, "Ityo Suijun To Setsumei/Temo Gimu [Standard or medical 
practice and the duty to explain and refer]" (1980) 415 Hanrei Taimuzu 54 at 64-67. 



the help of expert witnesses, whether the defendant doctor had a duty to refer in the 

specific situation . For example, in the case of Chipps vs.  ete ers:^ the plaintiff patient 

could not prove that the general surgeon was negligent when he carried out an operation 

that was normally performed by a gynaecologist. 

This duty to refer or seek advice is closely comected to the efficiency of the 

medical Gare system itself. If the doctor treated the patient by himself, though he was 

not able to do so, it would be nothing but a waste of scarce medical care resources. 

This problem is compounded by specialisation in the profession. "Specialisation" 

rneans that the doctor in a speciaiity ofien does not have enough knowledge about any 

illness lying outside the speciality; this may be clarified if one thinks of a case in which 

a cardio-vascular doctor keeps treating patients who cornplain of chest pain because in 

tmth they have cancer of the oesophagus." More importantly, the fee-for-service 

payrnent system of public health insurance, which is employed for doctors in Canada 

and for the major part of the whole service in Japan, has an unfortunate tendency to pay 

more money to those doctors who are not comptent enough and thus inevitably 

overtreat patients. Thus, imposing upon doctors the duty to refer is beneficial not only 

fiom the point of view of patients who can receive better medical care, but also for the 

whole nation which has scarce resources to be spared for health care. 

This perspective fiom the state's point of view has been more and more 

indispensable since public health care insurance was introduced, as discussed in 

Chapter 1. This is well reflected in Japan because the duty to refer is provided not in 

the MPL but in the Regulation of Hospitais and Doctors Designated for Health 
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Ontario Court of  Appeal, wreportcd, 8 March 1979 

246 
S. Sunahara, Isha To ffinja To Byoin Tu (Doctor, patient and Hospital] (Tokyo: Iwanami 

Shinsho, 1983) at 78. 



Insurance (Ministerial Ordinance of the MHW, #15 of 1 957, Article 16). Doctors must 

obey the Regulation in order to be eligible to receive payment fiom the public insurer. 

This provision is especially important because there is no clear distinction between 

hospitals and referruig doctors' offices in Japan, as discussed in Chapter 1. 

Accordingly, there is no official distinction between general practitioners and 

specialists; specialists are only certified by academic organisations withïn medicine, 

without any privilege of exclusive use of the title. Thus, in Japan there is no dear 

structural distinction between the "refening" position and the "referral-accepting" 

position, in ternis of both facilities and individual doctors." Therefore, it cannot be 

certain that referrai will be done properly if there is no clear obligation on  doctors to 

refer the patients. Thus, in the case of Japan, the duty to r e k  is regulated within the 

domain of the health insurance policy . 

(g) Duty of Communicating with Other Involved Professionals 

Communication with other health care professionais who are involved in the 

treatment of a patient is growing more and more important, along with the development 

of the team approach to medical practice. Unlike the days when one doctor did 

eve-ng, perhaps with the assistance of nurses, for the treatment of patients, there 

are nowadays many allied hea1t.h care professionals, in and out of hospitals. They are in 

charge of the patients within their scope of practice. Doctors have to CO-operate with 

them in the provision of care, as well as with other doctors. This duty has some overlap 

with that of referral to and supervision of colleagues, because these are also foxms of 

communication within the profession. The duty of communication extends to 

247 
Nakagawa, supra note 68 at 150-52 and f 74-77. 



communication arnong pers, which is as important as gening advice f?om seniors and 

supervising juniors. 

In Japan this duty is not provided for in the MPL, because it has been considered 

that doctors fbndamentally have the power and responsibility to regulate other health 

care professions, including nursing. This notion appears in some provisions of the laws 

regulating other professions; for example, most of the health care professions are 

supposed to work "under the instruction and supervision" of doctors. However, one can 

find related articles about horizontal CO-operation in the laws regulating some of otfier 

newly-regulated allied health care professions. For example, The Emergency 

Life-Saving Technician Law (Law # 36 of 1991)248 provides in Article 45 that "the 

emergency life-saving technician shall, in the course of his or her practice, closely 

CO-operate with doctors and other health care professions in order to ensure appropriate 

level of medical care". The same provision is to be found in a few other recently 

legislated professions. This is only an ethical provision and is not attended by any 

judicial sanctions; however, this provision shows that this duty is recognised also in 

Japan. 

(h) Duty of Supervishg Junior Colieagues 

Doctors sometimes are exposed to liability not only for their own conduct, but 

also the conduct of others. They are vicariously liable when other health care 

professionals whom they have hired, such as a nurse, are held liable for some 

misconduct. However, more importantly, they are held liable when they cannot 

supervise their junior wlleagues properly in the course of medical practice. The latter 

is different f?om the former, for junior colleagues of the doctor are in no way their 

248 
An emergency life-saving technician hm simiiar stahas as a paramedic. 



employees. in such cases, doctors are held liable for their own conduct in providing 

negiigent supervision. 

This principle is well reflected in Considne vs. Camp Hill Hospital (Nova 

Scotia 1972).249 The head of  the urology department and its resident performed an 

operation which produced a bad result. In that case, the head was also held liable for 

inadequately supervising the resident. This duty is closely connected to the above 

duties of communication, referral and seeking advice. Al1 of them are duties for the 

purpose of ensuring the quality of medical practice which is provided by many health 

care professions collectively. 

249 
(1972), 20 C.C.L.T. 260, 133 D.L.R (3d) LI, 50 N.S.R (2d) 631,98 A.P.R 631 (T.D.). 



(3) Conclusion 

The exploration conducted in this section is rather elementary because it is a 

mere overview of a wmplicated area of law which govems the whole domain of 

medical malpractice cases. However, it is notable that this section has shown an 

interesting contrast of doctors legal duties between Canada and Japan, within the 

historical and cultural contents of both countries. The authoritarian nature of medical 

practice enables doctors to have more power than patients in Japan, whereas emphasis 

on the patients autonomy in Canada gives less power to physicians. These aspects c m  

be made still clearer in exploring the culture and history of these corntries in more 

detail, as well as by exarnining differences in the technical aspects of medicine in both 

countries. 
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